^Ac ademic Affairs Committee proposes wellness requirement change s
•By RYAN DAVIS

cards blocked from the dining halls
and
would have to attend the seminar
EDITOR IN CHIEF
if they wanted to eat.
";™"Tlie "wellness requirement has been — -i -The__entiie freshman. class would
unpopular with many students ever attend and sit with students from their
since it was introduced. Last week, the dorm. Either before dinner or over
Acaderftic Affairs Committee (AAC) dessert, a panel . discussion, movie, or
addressed complaints about the ctur- lecture would be presented followed
» rent requirement by unanimously by a discussion at each table.
All students would be required to
approving a proposal for a revised system of "first year supper seminars." If complete the wellness requirement by
approved .by the faculty at their the end of their first year, and would
December meeting, the new system not be able to select classes for the fall
will begin in the fall of 2002 with the of their sophomore year if they did not
Class of 2006.
complete the requirement.
The changes seek to address prob. Students would fulfill the new
lems
students have with the current
requirement
by
five
supper
attending
#
seminars, rather than eight lectures. wellness lecture series.
The seminars would address topics
"We're not doing away with wellvery similar to the current wellness lec- ness, we're just repackaging it in a new
tures, such as alcohol, sexual assault, way," said Dean of Students Janice
Kassman. "The new system will proeating disorders and diversity.
The seminars would be held in vide needed information for first years
Page Commons room during dinner- during the first year. We want to make
time, rather than in the evening.: First it so (the requirement) doesn't linger
year
students would have their meal until senior year."
^
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Kassman said that complaints
about the current systemprompted the
new proposal. "Students felt it was
burdensome and perhaps unnecessary," she said ; As for the new program, "we think if s pretty clever."
According to committee - co-chair
Todd Bergstrom '02, ;shidents dislike
the current system because "there is a
general feeling that they have something better to do with their time, and
that the lectures take away from prime
working time."
He believes that the new system
will solve these problems, "If s hoped
thatby having a nice dinner along with
a lecture, the wellness requirement will
garner greater support from the student body."
"Totally revamping the wellness
requirement was something that (SGA
President) Jenn (Coughlin '02) and I
put on our platform," said AAC member and SGA Vice President Alex
Aldous '02. . "The old system didn't
work, was painful for students and

people didn't like it. We think this will Bergstrom.
\ik a more enjoyable and intellectually
Fellow AAC member Alida Freese
stimulating venue/'
'04 is confident that the new system
"
"The idea is to make it a, more will get more student support.
''.': "A lot Of kids really didn't like the
proactive 'experience,"^ bylhvolvrflg
students in a disold system," she
cussion rather
said, citing the numthan
making
ber of people who
fiiem Btsteri to a
do ~not fulfill -the
;
1 e c t U r ' e.', ,
requiremerit until
B^gstrom said.
their junior or senior
If the new sysyear. "We want to
tem is improved,
get rid of the stigma
all current stuattached to the welldents who have _________F»?!^^yT»cTff7^ff?__ ness lectures/' Also,
not - completed
takihg away meal
the old eight-leccredits "is a way to
ture wellness requirement must do so make kidsgo."
by May 10, 2002. If they do not, they
"I think it looks a lot better," she
will be required watch two videos for said of the new proposal. "If s not
each required lecture missed and write going to be lectures. Just the name
a 500-word response paper about each 'wellness lectures' seems to cause probone.
lems. People hear about them before
This stipulation "was meant to ease they come here, they hear about them
the transition to the new requirement. from the COOT leaders: 'Oh...the wellThaf s why it seems so severe," said ness lectures/ We want to change the

'Screw and Nut Mixer
name changed, dance
eventually cancelled

From Watervilleto Kandaha r

1993 grad Dan Harris talks about
reporting from Afghanistan

ABC News reporter Dan Harris '93 speaks with Taliban soldiers during his visit to Kandahar, Afg hanistan.

By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF

For practicall y all Americans,
in
the
military
campai gn
fascinating
hanistan,
Af g
and
important as it is, seems impossibly far removed from our own
lives. It is often difficult to imagine
that the inescapable headlines and
TV reports relate to something that
is actually going on thousands of
miles away.
ABC News reporter Dan Harris
'93 does not have that luxury. For
the past six weeks, he hns been on
the ground in Pakistan and
Af ghanistan , documenting the war
on terror as it unfolds. Last weekend, he spoke with the Echo via
igmail about his experiences.
' For the most part, he lias been
reporting from Pakistan , ns the
Taliban very rarel y allows western
j ournalists into the parts of
Afghanistan it controls. Last week,
however, they allowed Harris and
a handful of other reporters to visit
the city of Kandahar.
. "It was an extraordinary experience," Harris said. "My four days
in the city were an exercise in sen-

sory overload , and I trul y hope to
spend more time in the country."
Harris described his impression
of Kandahar in an article posted on
ABCNews .com. "We discovered
that Kandahar is a city that is
crowded , vibrant and , with its
donkey carts and dirt roads, feels
like it's from another age," he
wrote.
- Harris's tri p to Afghanistan was
organized and supervised by the
Taliban regime, "We paid them $30
for a visa, and they led us into the
city through tho Pakistani border
point of Chaman," he said. "There
were 26 journalists on the tri p-half
loca l, half western. I believe I was
the onl y American correspondent
on board."
Because the Taliban invited the
reporters, restrictions were placed
on what they were allowed to
cover. "During the day, the Taliban
guards-heavily armed-led us
around to places where they say
U.S. bombs killed civilians/' Harris
said.
"After they were done with
their tour, we were at liberty to
make requests. For example, we
asked to see the forei gn minister

MAISEL:

and a top military official , and they
obliged."
Harris said he was struck by the
response he got from individual
Af ghans.
"I was very surprised b y how
friendl y people there were," he
said. "They surrounded our car
and our camera everywhere we
went. And , at least among the
Af ghans I met, there was no sense
of menace. They were angry about
tho U.S. bombing and uniforml y
supportive of the Taliban and
Osama bin Laden, but they seemed
to able to differentiate between an
American civilian nnd American
military policy."
At least in Kandahar, which is
home to top Taliban officials and
serves as the government' s sp iritual and logistical head quarters ,
Harris found that Af ghan citizens
are united in their opposition to
America 's bombing campai gn.
Asked what ordinary people
think about the Taliban, bin Laden ,
Sept. ll and how the current conflict will end , Harris said , "I was
surprised b y the uniformity of
responses we got to these . questions. To a one, the Kandaharis we

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

From screws and nuts to songs and
artists, everything is discussed at
Presidents' Council meetings. j\fter a
handful of students attended the Nov.
7 Presidents' Council to express their
opposition to the name of the "Screw
and Nut Mixer," Johnson-Chaplin
commons leaders Derek Taff '04 and
Josh German '04 changed the name to
the "Song and Artist Mixer." Many students felt threatened and unsafe by the
"institutionalized heterosexism" they
felt was implied by the original name.
The concept of the "Screw and Nut
Mixer" was that, upon , entering the
dance, students would receive either a
screw or a nut arid be told to find their
match, with the intention that students
would get to meet new people.
"I want to stress that they would
have been given out randomly," Taff
stated at Presidents' Council. "This
would be a follow-up event from the
Oktoberfest Party. We're trying to get
students to come across social lines."
Taff then expressed his disappointment that the dance had received such
a negative response, and made clear
that he and German were willing to
hear suggestions as to how it chould be
better publicized.
Amy Reznitsky '02, who opposed
the name, made clear that she thought
"the idea to get people to meet was
great, especially at this time of year."
Nonetheless, Reznitsky, speaking f or
herself and several others in the room,
said that the advertisement made them
feel very uncomfortable.
"The posters imply that screws go
with nuts," she said. "This implies that
men go with women. And in light of
the recent hate crime, this (the advertisement) is really poorly timed. The
publicity surrounding this event is
making people question their safety
and legitimacy at Colby."
Reznitsky went on to say that the
name of this dance suggests the same
former
as
the
imp lication
"Screw-Your-Roommate "(SYR)
dance, which, after a petition drive last
fall, was abolished earlier in the year.
As an alternative, Reznitsky suggested
puzzle pieces instead of screws and
nuts,
Another student, MASH (Men
Against Sexism and Homophobia)
President Jay Bougere '03, added that
he felt "disturbed after seeing the
posters, especially considering how
much work went into abolishing SYR,"
and hoped that people would be more
awaa>next time. "There nre other ways
to go about this besides screws and
nuts," he said.
In response to the criticism, Taff
explained that "this is different from

, GEOF THORPE-WILLETT / ABC NEWS

spoke with were furious with the
United States for the bombing campai gn, which they say is indiscriminatel y killing innocent civilians.
That anger, they say, has made
them even stronger supporters of
the Taliban.
"As for bin Laden, they say he is
their guest, a freedom fi ghter who
helped them repel the Soviets during the '80s. Furthermore, they say
there is no proof that he is responsible for the September Eleventh
attacks."
Nevertheless, all the people
Harris spoke with condemned the
terrorist attacks, but felt that killing
civilians in response was unjustified. "They all said this conflict will
end with the defeat of the U.S.
invaders," said Harris. "They will
beat the Americans jus t as they
beat the Soviets, they say."
While in Kandahar, Harris and
the other reporters stayed in the
home of the Taliban's forei gn minister, "To my surprise, it wasn't too
shabby," Harris said. He could
hear U.S. bombs dropp ing on the

See REPORTER continued
on page 3

SYR, which had a stigma attached to itThis is an experiment, and we should*
give it freedom to see how if goes," .
Adding another angle to the discus-i
sion, SGA Vice President Alex Aldoust
'02 asked if the Bridge "holds dances;
that promote one type of sexual orien-i
tation over another. If they do," hesaid, "then changing the 'Screw arid
Nuf theme would be hypocritical." _
After Reznitsky told those in attendance: that the Brid ge "never excludes
heterosexuals," Assodate Dean of
Students and -Director of Student
Activities Lisa Plume Hallen responded briefly as well/saying , "disenfranchised groups will always need a safe

arena,
;
Had there not been other issues on
the Presidents' Coundl agenda, perhaps the discussion would have continued formall y for a longer period of
time. Instead, however, Taff and those
guests who objected to the mixer title
stepped outside to resolve the problem.
They reentered the meeting shortly
thereaf ter, Taff announcing inat they
agreed to call the dance a "Song and
Artist Mixer," where each student
would be handed either a song or an
artist and then told to find his or her
match. There were no blatant objections to this resolution.
At the end of the meeting, when
each member of Presidents' Coundl te
given a moment to give feedback
about the meeting, dorm President of
Dana and co-President of the Colby
Republicans Peter Brush '03 said
"institutionalized heterosexism exists:
Thaf s life. You don't have to go to the
event. I reall y don't like this whole PC
(politically correct) movement. It
upsets me."
Oddfy enough, the mixer was cancelled in the end. Taff reported that the
liquor inspector stopped by early o_v
while he and German were waiting for
the kegs to be delivered, "so we deddi"
ed to nix the beer altogether," said Taff.
"And then," he continued, "we fig-;
ured with all the other stuff going on,
off campus, the French Club rave, and
stuff in the apartments, we weren't
going to draw too many people witlw
out incurring the risk of the liquor
inspector nailing us. So after all the?
debate over the event, it was can-ij
celled."
'
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Sandy Maisel talks
about progre ssin the
war on terrorism at
Goldf arb lecture
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way people perceive them."
The proposal' suggests holding
seven supper seminars during this
eourse~ of~ theFyear; with~freshmart;
required to attend five of them. Two
seminars would be held during orient
tation, three during Jan Plan and two in
the spring. Feb fresh would get one
credit for their abroad orientation^ and
would thus be required to attend four
of the five seminars held during;
¦*
January and spring semester.
Some students liaye suggested that
athletes be exempt froro the wellness
requirement. However, Beigsfiom said
that the wellness requirement is
intended to address a set of issues sep^
arate from physical well-being.
"Ifs not 'I'm in good shape, so I'm
well/" he said. "The requirement
addresses issues of college life that
freshman should be exposed to in an
organized setting."
When the proposal comes before'
the faculty next month, "we're expecting little resistance," said Bergstrom. ra

A new album by the
Strokes impresses
music critic Brett
Cawley.

Whitem ules.com established as Colby 's home
away f romhomepage.
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SGA votes to extend
campus social hours
By ALLISON THREADGOLD

Commons leader Derek Taff '04.
Matt Sitter '04 proposed the
'
motion
believing it would be a "start
STAFF WRITER
to improving social life on campus."
Increased social hours were
Most of the debate stemmed from
approved by a Presidents' Coundl concerns of individual students in
vote on Nov. 7. An almost unani-* each dorm who may want to be able
mous dedsipn to extend the hours ot to go to bed earlier. "Some athletes
campusrsponsored parties will now in my dorm are troubled by the idea
be passed on to the adnrtinistratibn of having later events when they
for consideration.
have to get up for games the next
A school-funded party will, as a day," said Piper President Kearney
resjdJLof_ ffiejrote /_be_pej^
Shanahan '04,
run until 2 a.m. instead of the previAnother worry was that HRs
ous 1 a.m. shutdown time. This would resent having to patrol longer
change would affect all of campus hours. "Since HRs are paid for their
with the exception of Marylow jobs, they should be able to handle
Coffeehouse, which would still close six extra hours on duty per month,"
at 1 a.m. Quiet hours in dorms not said Dana President Peter Brush '03.
hosting an offidal party will still be
Johnson President Steve Jaboin
enforced at 1a.m.
'02 said that it is already difficult to
Most
SGA
representatives enforce a 1 a.m. quiet hour. "If it
favored the extension of social takes two hours on average to quiet
hours, believing that students would students down .from the time quiet
prefer to have more activities contin- hours begin, it will be close to 4 a.m.
uing later.
when the revelry subsides," he said.
Parties are not naturally dying
Jaboin also addressed the issue of
down by 1a.m., so it would be better after-parties. "The after-party usualto allow students to extend these ly transpires at a dorm withra repuparties to avoid people moving to tation for parties. Johnson, being one
the apartments and causing destruc- of those dorms, becomes a magnet
tion there," said Johnson-Chaplain for students to pass the remains of

the night and then the noise levels
escalate and someone-somewhere
of
their
his / herself
purges
dinner/beer and/or destroys a piece
of property," said Jaboin.
These damages then accrue on
student bills, even to those who have
had no responsibility irt the matter.
The lack of respect for current quiet
hours has many hall presidents feeling nervous about coping with noise
disturbance even later.
_ Ritter explained that even if this
measure was passed, each dorm
would be allowed to vote on
whether it wanted to host later sodal
events. The majority would, therefore, dedde what course to take. As
for the few that may not want parties in their dorms until 2 a.m., Ritter
said, "if s college and you may get
woken up once or twice/ live, with
it. " : ¦

-

.- .'¦

SGA also discussed the possibility of extending dorm-access hours to
fadlitate later social evenings. This
would entail giving all students
access to all dorms until midnight on
weeknights and later on weekends.
SGA dedded to put forth this matter
as a new motion, at a later meeting.

Maisel analyzes U.S, response to ten^orism
By GAVIN O'BRIEN
FEATURES EDITOR

"Constitutional rights are only
meaningful if they can be applied in
a time of crisis," said L. Sand y
Maisel, Colby's William R. Kenan Jr.
Professor of Governmerit, in the first
of the year's Goldfarb lectures on
Nov. 6. Speaking on America's
response to the terrorist crisis,
Maisel agreed that "a response was
necessary" but "the question is one
of balance."
__
Maisel began his speech by
explaining how he had researched
the topic of terrorism for his lecture.
He also spoke about his reaction to
the U.S. response.
"I have spent scores of hours talking to students and parents about
what this might mean to you," he
said. "I aim struggling with what this
all means-for Colby, the nation, and
¦
our futures."
" • ' ' •'
Realizing how complex the issue
of the war on terrorism is, Maisel
said, "I am critical of leaders giving
seemingly assured responses to
questions for which there are no
clear answers."
The terrorist attacks, according to
Maisel, present unique challenges to
the American people and government. He said that it is an important
event because the mainland of the
U.S. has not been attacked since the
_War_.oL1812, but "that feeling of

invincibility was forever shattered
on Sept. 11. Our postal system and
our skies have been compromised.
How is it possible for us ever to feel
safe again?"
He believes we must respond to
the attacks "with patience and prudence" while being aware that the
event "posed a real challenge to
American prindples."
Maisel said that he could understand the rationale behind U.S.
Congresswoman Barbara Lee's lone
dissenting vote against Congress'
Use of Force resolution shortly after
Sept 11'. He saw the resolution as a
"knee-jerk " reaction to the attacks,
when the U.S was in need of
patience rather than hasty decisionmaking.
Maisel believes that many of the
resolution's provisions are dangerous steps toward violating the rights
given by the constitution. He is also
concerned that President George W.
Bush is losing the support of foreign
Muslims.
"Bush should try and understand
why Muslims hate the U.S.," he said.
"He makes it worse by defining the
conflict as good versus, evil. How
can we define evil and impose our
definition of it on the rest of the
world?"
Another problem Maisel sees in
the anti-terrorist response is that
"we continue to get mixed messages
from the government. While they are

BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE COLBY ECHO

Prof essor Maisel lectureson terrorismat the first of three talks in the Goldfarb Series.
telling everyone to get on with their
lives, Maisel said, they have simultaneously been shutting down the
Supreme Court and various other
government buildings due to questionable anthrax threats. In addition,
while they tell everyone ifs safe to
fly, there have been massive breaches in airport security, in spite of
sometimes ludicrously increased
security forces in the airports.
Maisel reported seeing officers
carrying heavy arms when he was

flying out of LaGuardia Airport.
"How can I get back to my life while
seeing men with M-16 and grenade
launchers?"
He also noticed how President
Bush showed up at the baseball
World Series games while Vice
President Cheney was hidden away
at a secret location. Americans "need
to find a new equilibrium between
our liberty and our safety," he said.
Maisel's lecture will be followed
by two more in the yearly Goldfarb

Series, which is sponsored by
Colby 's Department of Government
through a gift from William
Goldfarb '68. Ambassador Robert
Gelbard will present "Terrorists
Strike the U.S.: The View from
Abroad." on Nov. 27. Every year a
common theme for the three lectures
is chosen by a committee of facultymembers and students, this year 's
theme being terrorism.

Racial divide within feminist movement examined
By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIEF

In the climate of Colby politics,
the issues of feminism and antiracism are often closely intertwined.
Students identif ying themselves as
pro-woman are very often involved
in programs and activities aimed at
eliminating racism and other social
problems. However, as a discussion
led by former Colby counselor and
former
Portland
Press-Herald
columnist June Thornton-Marsh
made clear on Nov. 8, there is still
work that needs to be done to, brid ge
the gap between white feminists nnd
female students of color.
Thornton-Marsh was invited to
speak on the topic of "Racism in tlie
Women's Movement" as part of
Feminist/ Womanist Awareness Day.
For much of the discussion, she
related how her identity as a woman
of color has caused problems for
white women in her life, and how
there are ways in which she feels distant from white feminists.
Amanda Ashman '03 at the start
of the discussion said "I see my identity as a feminist as more of a label
than anything else. I see the interconnections between (ill oppression
and am aware of how calling myself
a feminist can give the perception of
foregrounding one struggle. Tills is
what I want to change."
Thornton-Marsh mostly spoke to
the white female students in attendance, who sat in a circle in the center of the Pugh Center, with women
of color and men of all races on the
outside.
"How many of' you want closer
relationships with women of color?"
Thornton-Marsh asked the women.

and all of them raised their hands.
"How many of you know why that's
not happening? " she asked next, and
no one responded.
She exp lained that "in the context
of a racist, sexist, homophobic, patriarchal society, women have been set
up not to be able to be close to each
other," and asked rhetoricall y if "in
this system, white women and
women of color can ever have close,
mutual relationships."
The
q u e s t i on
remained unanswered, but it
pervaded
the
remainder of the
discussion.
Th or n t on Marsh
then
explained
numerous ways
in which racism
affects her life as an assistant professor of social work at the University
of New England in Westbrook, Me,
At UNIi, nearly all of her students
and coworkers are white, and her
attempts to discuss racial issues are
often met with resistance.
"Coups often occur in my classes
whenever I try to bring up issues of
white privilege/' she said, "If I'm in
a room of all white people, I have to
work hnrd not to be thrown off the
boat."
Thornton-Marsh has also noticed
that "white women seek counsel
from me in a much different way
than they interact with -white
women faculty," often seeking her
out to be consoled, rather than to
seriously discuss issues. In addition,
"white colleagues say they want to
be my ally, l?ut on their own terms
'

'

']_

and on their own time."
She went on to discuss how feminists often discount issues important
to women .of color, "I want white
women to know that you are totally
accountable for white privilege," she
said, adding that being a woman
doesn't negate that privilege.
"In the feminist movement, you
probabl y notice that you don't have
enough women of color," she said.
Speaking from her
own experience,
she explained that
part of the reason
for this discrepancy
"what
is
that
breaks my heart is
what is happening
to my brothers of
color. Until you
understand that, I
will not be there
with you (in , the
feminist movement), because what
is on your agenda won't be on my
agenda."
Thornton-Marsh believes that
many white women don't realize the
vital role they play in the context of
a racist society.
"White women allow themselves
to be p laced upon a pedestal of
white privilege alwnys at the
expense of women of color," she
said . "Sexism hns it that white men
will protect the honor and virginity
of white women, and white women
are the onl y ones to guarantee the
purity of the white race." Because of
this internalized elevated status,
white women are less able to understand the problems facing women of
color, she said.
"When I'm asked 'What is it really like for you ns a woman of color?'

my thought is 'Do you reall y want to
know?'" Thornton-Marsh said. "Tlie
minute I express my rage, white people get angry or scared with me. But
I want you to hold my anger even if
it means realizing that your whiteness may be the root of my pain and
you can't admit this."
She mentioned failed attempts to
discuss issues of racism with white
women. "Sometimes, white women
say they are confused by women of
color. What you reall y mean is thnt
you p lain disagree with us."
Before opening up the discussion,
Thornton-Marsh told the white
women that "the elimination of
racism requires you to find your
voice with white men."
Severa l female students of color
talked abou t problems they have
had with white feminists at Colby,
and problems they hnve as people of
color at a predominantly white
school.
"I used to hate feminists, said
Chyann Oliver '04. "I thought they
were a bunch of angry bitches, I felt
I couldn't relnte to them because I'm
black first. " Nevertheless, Oliver
said that her perception of feminism
has "changed from the peop le I've
met."
Mind y Pinto '02 snid that "I think
more about the disadvantages I have
a person of color rather than the disadvantages I have as a woman,"
Thornton-Marsh then asked t(ie
women of color what it would take
to get them to accept white women
into their, lives.
"Just time," said Javanese I Jailey
'03. "When I came here, I wns very
willing and open to accept everyone,
but I felt pushed away by the white
community."

Pinto was unsure how hard she
was willing to work to make more
white friends. "I put ! myself out
there and I wanted it to happen and
it wasn't happening. I've kind of
given up," she said.
.,, '-White females are intimidated
by black women's presence, especiall y their voices," said Hailey. "I
don't think it's necessary to feel
scared or intimidated by another
person's ability to express themselves."
"There are probably white males
on this campus that are more scared
than white females," said Pinto.
"Peop le of color pick up the littlest
things, but little things can be profound at times."
The white women in attendance
expressed a desire to start working
to change the problem^ highlighted
in the discussion.
"Where the whole white campus
needs to be looking is not at peop le
of color," said Russian professor
Julie de Sherbinin. "We need to be
looking at ourselves. It's not their
racism, ifs our racism."
"I feel like I'm overcompensating
for my whiteness sometimes," said
Ashman, "Race isn't something that
often comes up with my friends."
Julie Land '04 talked about how
discussing the issue of a racial divide
within the feminist movement had
opened her eyes. "I know ifs a problem, but I've never heard it verbalized in this way before," she said.
"Now I can't j ust forget it."
"You can have all the insi ghts you
want about this," said ThorntonMarsh in conclusion. "But unless
you apply it to your own life, nothing is going to change."

NEWS BRIEFS
Faculty puts off diversity
vote again
I
j At their November meeting
last week, the faculty postponed voting on the motion to
revise the diversity requirement. The proposal, which
had been sent back to committee at the October faculty
mej etiiig, was not ready to be
reintroduced, according to
Dean of Students Janice
Kassman—There is no word
yet on when a final vote will
take place .
WMHB food drive
On Saturday, Dec. 1,
WMHB will hold their annual
holiday hunger food drive to
benefit
the
Mid-Maine
Homeless
Shelter
in
Waterville.The event will take
place from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
the station's office in the basement of Bobs.
For every five cans of food
donated, patrons will get one
free CD, T-shirt or poster. The
food drive is organized in
conjunction with several
record companies who provide the free promotional
Hgterial. Last year, the food
drive filled up the entire
homeless shelter and Was considered the most successful
ever.
Sculpture lecture
Internationally recognized
artist and teacher Tom Butter
will deliver a slide show lecture on his work on
Wednesday, Nov. 28. The talk
will begin at 4:30 p.m. in room
154 of the Bixler Art and
Music Center.
Butter 's sculptures have
been shown extensively, in
Europe and the U.S. He uses
the qualities of steel, fiberglass, wood and mirrors to
create relationships between
the forms and the space they
occupy A vibrant series of
monotypes accompany and
complement each sculpture in
terms of balance and spatial
relationships.
Winter's Tale
William
Shakespeare's
"The Winter's Tale" will be
Colby 's
staged
by
Department of Theater and
Dance on Nov. 16, 17 and 31
and Dec. 1. All performances
are at 7:30 p.m. in Strider
Theater, To reserve tickets, go
to www.colby.edu/ theater or
call the box office at x3358
between 4-6 p.m. Monday
through Saturday of performance weeks.
One of Shakespeare's final
plays, The Winter's Tale mixes
comedy with elements of
traged y and fantasy. The plot
sweeps through the havoc
that a fit of jealousy wreaks on
a family and then leaps ahead
16 years to watch nature and
chance heal wounds and
restore harmony.
Rick Russo
On Tuesday, November 27,
former Colby professor Rick
Russo will read selections
from his recentl y released
novel "Empire Falls," set in a
depressed Maine mill town.
The reading will take place at
7 p.m. in the Robins Room of
Roberts. The New York Times
said, "Mr. Russo has an
instinctive gift for capturing
the rhythm of small-town
life. " Russo's other acclaimed
novels include "The Risk
Pool," "Strai ght Man," and
"Nobod y 's Fool," the latter
madti into a film starring Paul
Newman. Says Publishers
Weekly: "When it comes to
evoking the cherished hopes
and dreams of ordinary peop le, Russo is unsurpassed."
This reading is sponsored by
the Clark-Donnelley Fund for
Visiting Writers.

Giistodians speak Anthrax and Colby's
(but about their job cautionary response plan

% KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

to eating disorders on campus.
Many workers expressed their
belief
that students would incur
. 1
|The people you see around the less damage if they knew the peodorms wielding vacuums and p le who were responsible for the
m0ps are riot just fairy godparents clean up. One worker said,
s^t by the administration to clean "Students are used to thinking
up after our messes, they are the that someone will take care of it'.
Colby College cleaning staff. The They don't know who it is. It can
cleaning staff usually goes unap- make a big difference if the stupreciated; however last Thursday dents see the staff and are friendly
morning at 8 a.m. the multiqjltur^. with them."
al |affairs committee sponsored a
Suggestions were made that
community discussion between during the_ first hall meetings of
and each semester, the custodial staff
Students,..
custodians,
groundskeepers. Despite the early introduces themselves and answer
hour, a few students attended the questions that people might have.
dialogue in the Pugh Center to
The amount of work seems to
learn more about the custodial be a problem for some people on
the staff. One staffer said, "Lthink
staff.
i The custodial staff spoke out on people are getting more tired. We
many issues that they see as prob- are constantly running.There is a
lems. They are concerned about lot of work and peop le are getting
tfte students and also about their hurt."
joljis. .
The staff was concerned that in
I The weekend activities and the the mornings when they afe-shov=
consequences of the parties that eling that they are waking stuocl:ur every weekend upset many dents up . The students expressed
workers! One worker asked stu- gratitude toward the staff for
dents to "be more accountable for shoveling the walkways rather
ycJur mishaps. There is vomit, than anger at being woken up.
The cleaning staff of academic
damage to structures...I know'if I
gejt sick at home I don't leave it pn buildings ask thafwhite boards be
thfe side of the toilet. The after- put in all classrooms. They also
math of parties is a problem. asked that there be a rule that no
People who are part of the food and gum should be allowed
destruction should be part of the in the classrooms. That would
¦
clean-up."
make their job easier because the
The
mess
that
is
left
over
the
chalk dust and food get ground
j
Weekend is a bi g issue for the cus- into the floor and it is difficult to
todial staff. "Accountability is geTout.
'-...—- "-.
important," J^aid - one . custodian.
Custodial staff also asked that
"It all conges down to awareness... students respect the signs on the
There needs to be an undercurrent trash barrels. Recycling is imporof |thinking that the custodial staff tant on . campus and it is difficult
will not clean up other people's to do when students ignore the
messes and also that it will not be recycling signs. It takes the staff
"
tolerated,"
more time that-—they—could be
; One student attending the lec- using to do other things on sorting
ture said, "Students need to be recyclables.
.more aware of the little things.
Now that the seasons are
(The staff's) job is to clean, but not changing, the custodians spend a
"toiclean up after us. It is an added few hours outside everyday
Lm£ss. I think that if students putting salt and sand down and
Ikhow, they'd be apt to help out also soon they will be shoveling.
'.ipp re."
Then they have to go inside and
This year there has been vomit vacuum the salt and sand up.
in ; almost every dorm. Dean Ron Their j obs are much more difficult
Hammond brought up the point in the winter and they asked that
that not all vomit is due to alcohol students be understanding.
.related incidents. It is also related
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By LIZ BOMZE

ence of anthrax (or any other serious disease, such as smallpox) at
Colby/ Rather, she expressed conIn all the hysteria, of the past cern about the media and how
few weeks, two essential ques- much it has "sensationalized" the
tions remain unclear. What exactly disease to the point where it has
is anthrax? And what would "disrupted mental health."
Colby do if the disease appeared
Therefore, Thompson says,
"Colb
on campus?
y 's response plan at the
_
According to the^tlahta-based moment is general because
Center for Disease Control (CDC), anthrax is not an apparent threat."
Thompson
continued
by
anthrax is "an acute, infectious
disease caused by . the bacterium explaining that
Bacillus anthracis. .In the past, if they were to
test a low-risk
humi_n^^uTd~become
though skin contact, ingestion or population such
inhalation of the organism from as Colb y (far
. infected animals {most frequentl y from New York
sheep, goats, and cattle) or animal or Washington
products (as in 'wQolsorter 's dis- D.G.), which has
never had a
ease' from exposure to goat hair).
expo"Person-to-person transmis- known
sion of ihhaiational disease DOES sure, "it is likely
NOT occur. Direct exposure to flu- that a test with
ids from skin lesions may result in positive results
"^=r —
—a secondary cutaneous (skin) would actually
infection. In a bioterrorism situa- be a false positive (or actually negtion, the organism would most ative), due to the commonality of
likely be aerosolized to deliver the the symptoms with very common
organism through j he inhalation ailments.Jf we're reported to have
route."
an anthrax diagnosis, ifs likely to
The CDC also lists the three^, be a .hoax." Several colleges,
forms—of-'-- anthrax—pulmonaryr*-- including Bowdoin, Williams arid
* cutaneous (skin), and gastroin- the University of Maine have had
*testinal-and outlines their symp- anthrax hoaxes in recent weeks.
toms, many of which parallel Thus, Thompson says, "the Health
those. of the flu and a common Center won't recommend a roustomach virus.
tine screening for any disease at
" Although she says she does not this time."
mean to trivialize the potential of
Nonetheless, should there be
Dr.
Melanie any threat/Thompson assures that
the
disease,
Thompson of the health center "the whole campus has a biotersays that, presently, she is not rorism response plan." On a simworried about the potential pres- p le diagram, the Heath Center
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
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REPORTER: Harris on the f r o r t
continued fr ompa ge 1
outskirts of the city, so loud they : opportunity. They liked to jo ke
rattled the windows throughout , around and make mock threats to
the ni ght.
American and British soldiers, but
"The Af ghans/ it must be said, there was no apparent anger
believe deeply in hospitality, towards us as individual westernwhich, in part, explains why they ers.".
were nice to
Harris
also
me...and why
witnessed firstthey continue to
some of the
K*K'^^^1*
UJ f 1 t*J L" _"j _/J _ * __¦
_ ! hand
harbor Osama
u nint ended
bin Laden," said
results of the
Harris.
American camHe spent his
paign.
free time walkAsked about
ing around the
his most memocity talking to
rable experience
who
people
in
Kandahar,
spoke English,
Harris said "there
and being stared
is no one moment
at.
that comes to
"In Pakistan, there are scores of mind.
western reporters, so being here is
"I recall vividly the huge, angry
not a particular challenge," Harris crowd surrounding a gaping crater
said. "In Af ghanista n, white faces that was once a home in downtown
are very rare." He described sever- Kandahar. And the old man who
al instances of the interest people said he had lost 30 of his relatives
in Kandahar showed in him and when a nei ghboring village was
his crew.
destroyed b y U.S. bombs. With
"I remember the dirty, curious cameras rolling, he strolled
faces peering into our van anytime throug h the fresh graves, "yelling
we stopped (we used to take their out the names of the dead. Then he
p icture with a digital camera, then prayed."
show it to them - it never ceased to
In addition, Harris mentioned
amaze them) and the astonishingl y an encounter he had shortly before
approachable Taliban soldiers who leaving the eountry. "Before we
insisted on talking "to us at every left, one Taliban soldier smiled and

Thanks to you , ail sorts of everyday 8
products are being made from the
|
!
I
m pape:t\ plastic , metal and glass that
I
K you 've been recycling.
I
Iff -But to keep recycling working to
I
m help protect the environment , you
n
K need to buy those products.
I
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even said he wanted to leave with
us and go to America."
Harris . knew very little about
Pakistan and Af ghanistan before
going there. "It has been a real
learning experience, and the more I
know, the more I know I don't
know, if that makes sense."
The path Harris has taken from
his hometown of
Newton,
Massachusetts to Kandahar has
been an unlikely one. After graduating from Colby in 1993, he
worked as an associate producer at
WLBZ, the NBC station in Bangor,
for $5.25 an hour. After five
months, "I whined my way into a
reporting job" at the station,
despite his lack of experience and
as he puts it, the fact that "I looked
like I was roughl y 14 years old."
He later anchored the weekend
newscast for WCSH in Portland for
two and half years, before getting a
j ob as an anchor on New England
Cable News. He worked there for
two years before being called by
ABC for an interview in earl y 2000.
"I was totally shocked when
ABC first called me," he said.
"When the talent recruiter asked
what I wanted to do at ABC, I
semi-facetiously answered 'custodial work.'"
Informed that this reporter used
to see him frequently on WCSH in

the mid-1990s, Harris replied, "Ifs
funny that you used to watch me in
Maine. That feels like a very long
time ago, arid very far away."
While with ABC, hehas covered
the presidential election turmoil in
Florida and the collapse of the dotcom economy He has won an
Associated Press awaid for political coverage and a regional Emmy
for features stories.
He is currently in Islamabad,
Pakistan, covering a variety of
hard news stories, including rebel
efforts to overthrow the Taliban
and the stability of Pakistan's military government during the conflict.
"I am now waiting for another
tri p into Af ghanistan," he said.
"This time ifs apparentl y Kabul
(the capital of the country). I have
no idea how long I will be away
from home."
Asked how he thought the U.S.
campaign would end and what the
chances were of capturing bin
Laden and overthrowing the
Taliban regime, Harris declined
comment.
"I will pass on this question," he
said. "Only fools — and college
professors — would predict how
this war will play out, I onl y hope
to be here to document it."
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Department Supervisor, Bruce
Barnard, and the mailroom staff
talked about precautions to take."
LaPan pointed to a large clear
blue tub on a back shelf-the "isolation tub"-which he explained
would be used to store any suspicious mail, /which he defined as
anything that is "open, wet, sloshes, contains an outrageous amount
of postage, is excessively taped,
has excessive or illegible handwriting, or bears no return
address."
— In-'addition-to-the-^isolation
tub," LaPan now has several safety precautions from the US Post
Office and Colby Security including instructions on how to isolate
the package / letter,, disinfectants,
and a list of people to call.
Furthermore, students : who
work in the post office are" mo
longer permitted to handle any
mail before Lapan does.
Finally, LaPan noted that he
had anticipated some anxiety over
Halloween - "packages with powdery candy, perhaps." Instead,
however, the package volume,
usually sky-high during the
October holiday, was down 50-75
percent, reported Lapan.
"Even letters were down at
least 50 percent," he said.
LaPan recognized, however,
that the dramatic drop might be
due, at least in part, to the proximity of Parents' Weekend to the holiday, when many parents probabl y
brought or bought items which
they would have otherwise sent.

of Af ghan conf lict f o rABC
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mapped out four possibilities of
threat: "suspicious substance or
package, - physician/provider
informed of an incident or threat
to a patient, physician/provider
suspects cases of illness may be
due to bio-terrorist incident, massive direct bib-terrorist attack."
Should any one of these possibilities arise, Colby 's next step is to
"Inform and Involve." The plan,
called LESS, is a concise list of
contacts: "Local
p o 1 i c e ,
E p idemiologist,
Dean of Students;
Safety & Security,
State
Health
Dept."
"If
anthrax
comes from the
mailroom, we'll
i m m e d i a t e ly
inform key people-on campus as
well as trie btate
Health Department arid Maine
General Medical Center," she said.
Although the Colby lab doesn't
test for anthrax, Thompson makes
clear that, like in a hospital, the
Colb y, practitioners have been
educated oh bio-terrorism.
Thus' far, there have been no
dangerous parcels , or known
threats on campus. Nonetheless,
should anything suspicious arrive,
Mailroom Manager Allen LaPan
assures that he arid his staff have
been prepped.
"Several weeks ago, ri ght after
the big scare, Pete Chenevert of
Security, Bruce McDougal of
Personnel
Services,
my
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Whitemules.com: the other Colby website
By BRAD KASNET

and upload some of their own.
but "fourth out of 15 doesn't put us
"We are trying to get going vari- too far behind*^'
ous sections that will be useful," said
David Prinsteirv '02 is the site's
content editor. He writes a weekly
The Internet is an unavoidable McGraw.
Other sections already on the opinion article, and conducts a poll
part of life for Colby students, and
now there's a new website that gives website include an article of the and a forum each week. He said that
Colby students their own comer of week and a forum for students. the "hook" for most students is the
the Web. Whitemules.com was There is also an eating section with a pictures section, but they enjoy other
launched in the spring by several guide to local restaurants, a party sections of the site as well.
"I think Jt/s catching on; our
students working with a regional section that includes ideas for theme
parties and other information, a stu- advertising's getting better," said
company.
Jed McGraw '02 serves as the dent section, where students "can Prinstein.
for make their own address book, a conManager
"There are a couple exciting
Campus
Whitemules.cpm, a website devoted test section, and the local weather, as things coming up," said McGraw.
to the interests of Colby students. well as "a ton of links from attorneys Red Bull is sponsoring a contest
to hotels to where studenls--cair-wiit--a--free-slg-McGraw was first
said diving trip. A used book exchange is
taxis,"
contacted by a
McGraw.
also in the works, so that students
friend of a friend
who -works- for
The _ site is carL__Lave money by; selUng their
Still young, and books directly to other students,
a
CollegeXtra,
McGraw expects instead of going through the bookcompany that has
that it will only store.
designed similar
continue
to
websites for colThey also hope to soon launch a
improve.
system where students can order
leges all over the
"The prob- pizza • ' -.- - ' online
East Coast:
through
lem is it's still WhitemuleKcom and are still adding
The company
was started by a
getting going more local businesses to the site's
\\\\\\\\\\\
^_%^lmmmm^t^wxi^e\
and it's not real- directory. They are also considering
MiddleburVr— stuly a set process "maybe- trying
dent and
has
to
do
a
yet," he said. bachelor/bachelorette of the month
grown to oversee
websites at 15 or 20 colleges includ- "I'm looking for any student input; sort of thing," said McGraw.
Whitemules.com has received
ing Bowdoin, Trinity, Cornell, the more student participation we
mostly positive feedback, but
Colgate, and Dartmouth. The idea get the better."
Whitemules.cpm has alread y McGraw acknowledged some areas
behind the websites is to provide a
site "for students, by students" that attracted a large following. As of this the site would like to improve upon.
offers entertainment and informa- spring, Whitemules.com ranked He said most students "really enjoy"
fourth in number of hits out of all of the pictures,but they don't represent
tion valuable to college students.
of
McGraw smd that,.right now, the CollegeXtra's websites. McGraw a very diverse chu^k the student
main attraction of Whitemules.com said that the Middlebury site is the body.
is the pictures section, where stu- most popular/receiving hits from 15"We wish to get more variety on
dents can see pictures from parties 20% of the student body every day, there," he said. "We're looking for
CGNTRIBUTING WRITER
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The main page of the Whitemules website caters to student intrests.
people who would be having parties
to borrow the camera ," McGraw
said uploading pictures is also "a
great opportunity to play jokes on
friends or get back at them."

"There's a good potential for student use. We're looking to encourage
more student use/' said McGraw.
They hope that more students
will discover Whitemules;com and

!
I
help contribute to the site.
"We hope to make it a site tthat
will not really take over
Www.colby.edu, but will be a good
companion/' said Prinstein.
!

Students encourage Colby to adopt Kyoto Protoco_(
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By EMILY HONIG and
ALEXIS GRANT

Environmental Coalition believes
the
Bush
that
although
Administration may be unwilling to
STAFFWRH-RS ' '
ratif y the protocol, individual colIn 1997, a United Nations confer- lege campuses around the country
ence came to the conclusion that can lower their own emissions to fit
emissions of greenhouse gases have the demands of the treaty.
Assorted campuses around the
been increasing at a rate that could
be drastically harmful tp the envi- country, including Tufts University,
' • ¦_. . ¦' '
Brandeis University, College of the
ronment.
Greenhouse gases can, in theory, Atlantic, and Cornell University
cause the earth to retain more of the have already put this idea info
sun's heat, causing the overall tem- effect. At Middlebury College, new
perature of the earth to rise. The buildings constructed are being
result of this climate change could designed to be much more energy
efficient; a science building that is
be devastating.
The solution that the conference being torn down to make room'for a
came to, called the Kyoto Protocol, new library will have 98% of its
calls for the European Union to waste reused in other area construcreduce its emissions of greenhouse. „ jrjgn projects.
The Environmental Coalition
gases (as compared to levels \i\
1990) by 8%, for the US by 7%,Imd sees no reason why Colby should
6% for Japan and Canada; there are~~* not follow this lead. Citing "the
other targets for other countries that embarrassment involved with the
United States' continued refusal to
join the treaty.
Unfortunately, the United States fully participate," the Coalition
has failed to ratify this treaty, citing recently sent a proposal to Colby's
concerns about how there is no spe- Environmental Advisory Group
cific provision called on developing recommending that the Colby
countries such as India and China Campus adhere to the Kyoto
to lower their emissions.
Protocol.
Be this as it may,. the Colby
In addition to the proposal, the
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Environmental Coalition also plans It 'just shows other colleges as well
to campaign heavily to raise aware- that we're environmentally conness of their cause. They are putting scious and trying to take a-step to
up flyers about the protocol around do our part."
. ¦ ' ¦ "" ¦
campus, passing out buttons, and
"Kyoto is important to Colby
circulating a petition to make Colby because global warming is an issue
administrators aware of the fact we haven't addressed enough as a
that students are concerned about nation, much less as an institution,"
the environment and support the said Jacoby Ballard, '03, co-presiKyoto protocol.
dent of the Environmental
All these actions have been Coalition.
devised with one purpose in mind:
"The most important thing is
to make students aware of the pro- that we're committed to these
posal, and of the environmental sit- issues, since they're imminent in the
uation. Katharine Perez '01, says of natural world," said Dave Seel, '02.
the Coalitions' activities, "It helps "Signing onto Kyoto is symbolic, it
raise awareness for everyone on shows President (Bush) that there's
campus to try arid : conserve energy. support behind it. Practical ramifi-
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Through the activism training,* he
helped Colby students brainstorm
ways to instill the Kyoto Protocol
here on campus by utilizing targetJing skills and networking.
"He was so cool, so young, with
so much energy- a good resource
for us," said Kelly Stoos, .'04. . -foe
suggested strategies for approaching people and gave us a lot of contact information."
j. "We can already see increasjjyg
interest on campus in regards to 'this
issue," said Shannon Kelly *04.
"People are beginning to realize
that it's a valuable campaign and
' "*¦ ¦
important for Colby."
' : ' ' *_ .
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cations for Colby could be making
new and renovated buildings more
environmentally-safe and efficient,
getting cars that have better gas
mileage...I'd like to see Colby move
forward."
Several environmentally-conscious Colby students gathered on
Thursday for a tray dinner in Foss,
followed by an activist training session with Matt Davis, a representative from the United States Public
Interest Research Gr.o_u.Pi USPIRG.
Davis, a 2000 graduate of
Swarthmore College, is currently
focused on the media, coalitionbuilding, and direct advocacy as a
first-year PIRG field coordinator.
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Alabama frats suspertded for
racist Halloween costumes

Michael Brown, Bowdoin's assistant
director of Security.

The chapters of Delta Sigma Phi
Sexiled at Syracuse
and Beta Theta Pi at Auburn
University in Alabama were temDo you stick a sock on the doorporarily suspended (while , expelling knob or just barricade the bedroom
two members and suspending "lour door with.a dresser? Students at
others) on Nov. 5 for "potentially Syracuse University do both, and preoffensive and racist conduct" at sumably use many other tactics to
warn their roommates that they
Halloween parties on Oct. 25 and 27.
Photographs from Delta Sigma should stay on the other side of that
Phi's party showed fraternity mem- dooiy
For some roomies, like Amy White
bers in blackface and1 KKK costumes.
Some even went so far as to simulate '04 and Carly Bartki'ewicz '04, sexiling
the lynching of a member in blackface is not a big deal. After one night when
wearing a t-shirt bearing the name Barkiewjez came home.- to, find her
FUBU. (The FUBU line of clothing was door unexpectedly locked and chose
created by. African-Americans and to spend the night on the lounge
futon, the two decided to come up
marketed "For us by us.")
Beta ThetS Pi's fraternity members with conditions for a "sexiling plan."
were dressed in shirts bearing the _ . "If_ I come home and see that the
Greek* letters ofLQmega Psi Phi, door is closed and there are blankets
Auburn's oldest black fraternity, with and pajamas on the futon, I know ifs
150,000 members and more than 600 not safe to go in the room,"
chapters internationally. Bill Cosby, Bartkiewicz said.
Other roommates, however,
Langston Hughes/ Douglas Wilder,
Jesse Jackson, and Michael Jordan are choose to sleep in the room, regardless
just some of its noted members. Delta of the situation.
Andrew Mokey '04 said that his
Sigma Prri was the nation's first fraternity to include both Christians and roommate Robert Maninino '04 sometimes decides to stay and sleep Ln the
Jews.
absolutely
disgusted
by
room
even when Mokey's girlfriend
"We're
___
what we've seen," said Jon Hockman, spends the night. Mokey said he also
BRAD SEYMOUR / THE COLBY ECHO
national executive director of Delta occasionally decides to stay in the
Sigma Phi. "The pictures completely room when his roommate has a girl
Jake Conklin '00 returned to Colb y last week to talk
contradict what we have always stood over.
about his non-prof it organization One Chance. The
"We don't really care what's going
for. Clearly,action will be taken."
''¦'
"Beta Theta Pi's position is quite on in the room," he said .
organization is dedicated to eliminating the divisions
clear," said the fraternity's general secHowever, Mokey and Maninino
between thrid and f irst world nations.
retary David W. Wright. "The suspen- have devised a plan;to notif y the
sion will remain in effect until the con- roommate when a female guest is
^mm^m^—^—m^^—mmm——^ssmm—^—^^——^— clusion of the fraternity's investiga- spending the night; they draw a smition."
ley face on the dry-erase board hanging on the dorm door.
Bowdoin responds to anthrax
Junior elementary education major
¦
scare . . •
.-i - -— Corinne Shutack said a lot of girls prefer to stay in their boyfriends' rooms
A suspicious white powder was because they don't feel comfortable
found in Coles Tower at Bowdoin on bringing boys back to their place.
the night of Oct 27. Security and the
"If s more chivalrous," she said.
Brunswick Fire Department were
Nonetheless,
Shutack
does
fc^ v^
called in to investigate. "Initially, they acknowledge a problem with girls
were unable to identif y the sub- staying at the boys' rooms: the mornstance," Deputy Fire Chief Michale ing "Walk of Shame," during which
Robitaille told the Bowdoin Orient. girls are forced to stroll back to their
However,
it was later determined to rooms in the same skanky black pants,
130
Drummond
Avenue
-rlfS^ci^
be
the
harmless
contents of a novelty skimpy tank top, and bar boots they
.^
' ' ' |§
ME
04901
stress ball. "The responsible student wore the previous night.
|
P
^^
f | 1
came forward, everyone laughed
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Organic farmer
provides alternative
to grocery stores
FEATURES EDITOR . ¦_

By ERICA AYOTTE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

How often do you use hallucinogens? Thafs just one of the questions
ih the Colby Life Style Survey which
can be found on the Colby homepage.
Economics Professor Michael
Dohihue originated the Life Style
Survey in 1999. He believed that the
Princeton Review's survey results,
which coineof Colby as a "party
school," were inconsistent with most
of the behavior he observed in the
Heights and Taylor as a faculty resident. During this time, Donihue was
also searching for a research paper
basis for his Econometrics class.
"My idea was to,have people try
and model, statistically, lifestyle factors that contribute to academic performance as measured by GPAs," he
said.
The Princeton Review's method
of collecting statistics was to ask students passing through Cotter Union
to fill out a survey. Donihue believed
that by using an easily accessible
web-based survey, the results would
dep ict a better representation of
Colby life. Last year, 54% of students
completed the survey.
"The sample we receive also
appears to be remarkably representative, not j ust of the. population of
Colb y students, but also of larger
national samples of college students," said Donihue. This honest
representation may also be due to the
comp lete confidentiality of the sur-
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"When I go in a supermarket, I
study it/' he said, knowing that they
spend a significant amount of money
on researching what people look for
while shopping.
Roberts began trying to prepackage his ve^etabjesjri ^t^uantitiesjfqr
example, finding that people are willing to pay more just for the convenience. He is still wary, however, of
any such strategy that could result in
deceiying or manipulating the customers.
Roberts"sees a decline in customer
service as a major weakness in the
large food stores. He avoids; "reducing people to a function in a capitalist
economy" like the chain stores do.
Roberts sells his food at farmer 's markets where he is able to have personalized interactions with customers.
"Even if they don't buy anything,
if they go away feeling good, I've
done my job," he said. "At least once
a week someone thanks me for coming. Ifs a great feeling."
Roberts appreciates their business,
as even a few extra sales go a long
way toward supporting local gardeners, while larger stores hardly notice a
major increase in their customer base.
"Small efforts by people can make
a difference to small businesses,"
Roberts said. "Where, you spend your
dollar bills shows what you want to
succeed."
Roberts' experience With organic
farming began with harvesting blueberries in Maine. At first, the people
he lived with on the land were spraying the blueberries with pesticides to
be able to sell them in bulk.
Eventually they stopped spraying and—
sold them by hand to local stores and
individuals.
Roberts and several other organic
growers formed MOFGA (the Maine .
Organic Farmers and Gardeners
Association) and in 1995- relocated to
his present 74-acre parcel of land in
Pittsfield to start an organic vegetable
farm. His seeds are purchased from
Fedco, a seed cooperative in
Waterville owned by its members and
employees.
"They understand the way business should be," Roberts says in
praise of the company.

Sex, drugs and vegetarianism

]Jft> Custom Screen Printing
^^^

. ¦.. .¦¦ ,

In a country dominated by large
chain stores, Tom Roberts is working
hard to maintain an agricultural community of small local food growers.
The owner of Snakeroot Organic Farm
in Pittsfield , Maine, Roberts spoke at
Colby on the history and future of
food production in America. He also
shared his experiences with organic
farming and farmer's markets, a
model that is "outside .of the mainStream economy and is not supposed
to work, but ifs supporting us."
Roberts explained the direction
that food sales have taken in recent
years. It is largely a move from personalized service in small, locallyowned stores to self-service at consolidated retail chains.
"Stores are now locally situated
but not locally owned," he said. The
buying power of the national chain
stores drives away local food businesses, and replaces them with what
Roberts considers to be less desirable
¦ - . ¦¦
food options. ¦
"I have the advantage," he says of
his organic produce. ."Go to the produce section in Shaw's and ask them
what kind of cucumbers they have.
They won't have any idea."
He mentioned the numerous times
he has seen grocery stores selling
rutabagas labeled, as turnips, along
with the damage done through transporting foods grown elsewhere,
adding harsh pesticides and fertilizers, and artificially lowering prices to
get people to buy unhealthy foods.
"When you shop, there, you 're
being bribed by convenience and-low
price," he said. "They're getting you
to do stuff thafs in your self-interest
in the long run. When you don't
understand the difference between
price and cost, you're susceptible to
bribery." The price Of food, Roberts said,
does not include many of its hidden
costs, such as the impact of global
warming, pollution, and Water loss.
Although there are many strategies used by grocery stores that
Roberts looks down upon, he also
admires many of their techniques.'

vey. The answers students submit are
not referenced to • a ' particular student. .
Students
in '
Donihue's
Econometrics class and sociology
Professor John Talbot's Research
Methods in Sociology class, form the
questions on the survey. While the
economics students use the results of

the. survey to study statistics, sociology students will the use results as
well, and the process of forming the
questions, as experience in conducting and reading surveys. This is the
first year that Talbot has joined
Donihue in the creation of the survey.
The sociology students contributed most of the questions about
eating habits and social justice. By
using themselves and their peers as a
model group, the questions in the
survey directly affect Colby studen ts
and, therefore, are relevant not onl y
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By GAVIN O'BRIEN

for their academic, but their social
value as well.
Sociology maj or Kate Trasher '04
said "I think it is very important that
Colby students take the survey
because it facilitates our classes'
learning experience and also is going
to give us insight into life at Colby."
Thus far, the Colby administration has seemed to keep its distance
from the survey.
_ . "The--admimstration has maintained a hands-off attitude toward
the survey, despite what must be
some obvious temptations," commented Donihue. "The Dean of
Students (Janice Kassman) is very
interested in the results, but has
never asked that we try to sample a
particular group or ask particular
questions."
Although the survey may be useful in some contexts, it is not
designed to function as a motion for
change at Colby.
"There are some interesting issues
raised by the survey, but ifs not
designed to 'fix' a problem or to support particular interests on campus.
It reall y is a research device. And
that's the basic reason why it's
important that students participate
in the survey. Tlie quality of the student research depends on a broadl y
representative sample of the student
population and honest answers to
the questions," said Donihue.
Although the Life Sty le Survey is
not meant to detect weak areas at
Colby, it is an insightfu l tool to
inspect the social nature of students.
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Wellness revision should be revised
We at the Echo/ while happy to see the current Wellness requirement
being re-evaluated by the Academic Affairs Committee, feel the need to
express some reservations.about it at the same time.
The revision of the Wellness requirement would seem, at first glance, to
be a good idea. The proposed "first year supper seminars" would not only
allow first-year students to get to know each other better in afelaxed, comfortable .setting, but would also cut down.on the commonplace occurrence
of students using time at wellness lectures not to learn, but to do other
work, from physics problems to knitting,
__ The new requirement is ^so an improvement in that it would ensure
^
that students would have it "out of the way" by-- 'the' end of their first year
at Colby, enabling upperclassmen to focus their energy on other things,
Such as planning for theses, grad school, and future; careersHowever, the Echo staff feels the need to poini out the gross oversights
in the proposed plan. Many aspects of the proposal are unfair to students,
both first-years and upperclassmen, and should be reconsidered.
First of all, it seems far too harsh for the administration to simply replace
the old requirement with the new one and cease to offer wellness lectures
to upperclassmen throughout the year. With such short notice and only
three lectures offered in the coming semester (not including Jan Plan),
many students will find themselves with no alternative but to watch videos
and write 500-word responses. It seems like a very unjust punishment for
doing nothing more than being caught by surprise by an unanticipated
change in the curriculum.
-We are also concerned about student who have not yet completed the
old requirement and are going abroad second semester. We hope that' special accommodations will be made for them, given their spetial situation.
There is also the problem that many topics the seminars would address
are not really appropriate for dinner-table discussion. Who really wants to
spend an evening discussing date rape or eating disorders over chicken fingers and ice cream?
The Wellness requirement is intended to benefit students. If the glaring
problems with the current revision proposal are overlooked/ this purpose
will be defeated, and all students will gain from completing the Welhiess
requirement will be a sense of bitterness toward the administration and
cynicism concerning important health issues. '
The proposal to revise the wellness requirement is not yet official and
must be approved by the faculty before it takes effect. At their December
meeting, we encourage the faculty to send the proposal back to the
_mth the diverAcademic Affairs Comimttee fo^ifurther review_asJhey__did
sity requirement last month. While the proposal is an improvement over
the current system, it could be made even better.

Reasoning behind weekend
scheduling explained
Recent editorials have posed
questions about the scheduling and
program of Family Homecoming
Weekend which merit answers. The
selection of- the weekend is . made
two to three years in advance by the
President and Senior Staff after
reviewing recommendations from
the staff members primarily responsible for planning the weekend. We
ioolTf6r ~a~'^ekeM~that"-"vyi-lT'mee't
the following criteria:
* Not at the beginning of the
semester when families have just
sent their students off to college;
* Not on fall break weekend
(obviously because there are no students around) or Trustee meeting
weekend;
* Not on weekends that include
major religious holidays such as
Rosh Hoshanna or Yom Kippur;
* Preferably on a weekend when
there are plenty of home games for
men's and women's athletic teams
(these schedules, by the way, are
sometimes, fixed years in advance,
sometimes scheduled after we have
set
the
date
for
Family/Homecoming weekend, and
are virtually never under Colby 's
control);
* Preferabl y on a weekend far
enough into the semester that performing arts groups-will haveJigen
able to prepare something for alumni and parent guests; and
¦* Not so late in' the semester that

^^

students are occupied with term schedule has traditionally, with only
papers and exam preparation and a few exceptions, ended after brunch
when the chances of bad weather are on Sunday morning.
substantially greater.
Our objective, of course, is to
As you can imagine:, this leaves ensure that everybody who particirelatively few options, and we are pates in the weekend-parents,
often forced to choose a weekend alumni> students, faculty, staff-.-gets
that is not perfect in some respect.
to enjoy one or more facets of a ricrP
Other issues raised in the Echo's ly creative, energetic, and busy comeditorials involved the numB&T of munity ~that-*-is~characterized~b y
activities scheduled during the diverse interests and talents,
weekend. There was, to be sure, an Consequently, _we will probabl y
extraordinarily rich -mix7 of choices always have/a bias _toward_3_provicLfor visiting alumni and parents, ihg a-wealth of choices. We are also
including athletic events, faculty open to suggestions for improvelectures, student performances, and ment, and provide opportunities for
professional performances like §tep evaluation of the weekend to particAfrika! and Seven Quilts for Seven ipants both in hard copy and at:
Sisters. It was, obviously,impossible http:/ / www.colby.edu/ alumni / fa
for any one person to attend every- mily_homecoming / feedback.shtml.
thing (I know, I tried), but all the per- To date, almost all of the feedback
formances I did drop in on were we have received has been enthusivery well attended—many of them at atically supportive, and sometimes
capacity. The alternative to having accompanied by helpful suggestions
many choices would have been for further enhancements of the
overcrowding and / or shutting visi- weekend in future years.
tors put of sold-but performances,
This has been a sourceof parent, stuRandy Helm
dent, and alumni unhappiness and
Vice President for College
frustration in years past, which is
Relations
why we have worked hard to
increase the number of choices.
Women's Studies series will
While next year we might want to
continue
consider scheduling events on
I am writing as coordinator of the
Sunday afternoon, as suggested in Women's Studies Colloquia Series to
the Echo's recent editorial, our expe- thank the Echo for all of the wonderrience has been that most parents ful coverage the fall series has been
and alumni leave the campus by getting from the paper. I do want to
mid-day so that they can get home. note,however, that an article in last
Consequently, the formal weekend week's paper about invited poet

Patricia Ranzoni incorrectly notedly
that the series is over. It is not over.**,
There are two more events to come;ti
On Nov. 15 at 4 p.m. in the Artl
Museum, Gail Spaien and Honourj
Mack will discuss the Maine Women
in the Visual Arts exhibit that is now .,
cm^ispIay^(mrough"Dec~28)r-On.7
Nov. 29 at.4:30 p.m. in the Whitney^
RoomrKeller43_mbrougti of-the-East—
Asian Studies Program at Colby will, ,
present a talkentitled "Climbing_ther
Forbidden Mountain: - Women_.and .,'_<
the
Gendered
Proselytizing
Traditions of Medieval Japan." - t> .
Thank you for your attention to s
this correction. ¦'' ¦ '¦;
Elizabeth D. Leonard
Associate Professor of History

. i

Veterans wrongly overlooked ,
I would like to note the passing of/
Veterans Day this past Sunday. The";
federal government observed this
important civil holiday on Monday
Colby did not. I can see why we.°
would not honor Columbus Day, but '
I am disappointed that we did not "
honor the men and women that have *
fought in the defense of this nation,/,
bur beliefs, and our liberty. We, as,"
college students shouldbeespecially .
thoughtful of their sacrifice given,,
this nation's policy of exempting college students from the wartime"
draft. Can we do better next year? ~ _
.,

Patrick Benton '05

Censoring dance an attempt The middle of the road is a tough place to be
to4iaveit both ways
Uncommon
By PETER BRUSH
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Heterosexism is defined as a discriminative or prejudiced practice
against gays or lesbians by heterosexuals. The anonymous and threatening
message discovered on this campus
and decried by President Adams as
"violently homophobic and obscene"
is the latest example of heterosexism.
This community needs to be educated about such inappropriate
actions whether in spoken word or
print. Using derogatory terms is hurtful to individuals and corrodes the
foundations of respect and common
decency upon which the edifice of
our community is constructed. When
hate is projected onto anyone, we
need to stop and fortif y those foundations of respect and decency.
Furthermore, an attack on an individual's safety because of one's sexuality is abhorrent and the perpetrators must be punished. However,
while continuing the crusade against
"institutional heterosexism," we
must not capitalize on these events by
overstepping our boundaries.
For example, on Nov. 7, a small
band of people aggressively asserted
their opinions at Presidents' Council
claiming that the "screw and nut"
dance is offensive to those who have
chosen another path . Screws and
nuts, as pointed out by the group, are
p hallic symbols. Such symbols,
argued the group, represented heterosexual sex.
.' These people demanded that the
dance be changed , denouncing this
"blatant act of institutional heterosexism," was offensive to them and their
way of life. Last year the Brid ge sponsored a cross-dressing dance, which
extolled alternative lifesty les. This
dance made many people uncomfortable. Was this dance an example of
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institutional homosexualism, forcing
people into alternative lifestyles?
What I am driving at here is that
you cannot have it both ways. You
can not condemn similar activities as
one being "institutional heterosexist"
and one as a celebration of diversity.
You can not celebrate gay p4_dewhile
tearing down heterosexuality.
Demanding that the screw and nut
dance be changed is a blatant act of
censorship. Both heterosexuals and
homosexuals are entitled to rights
provided by the First Amendment,
which protects freedom of Speech. It
is hypocritical to think that these
rights apply to one group but not to
the other.
One can not hide behind the auspices of diversity. Minority groups
cannot expect that the rules 'are different for them. They create and enjoy
this victim status and turn around
and use it to gain special privileges.
These special privileges include
throwing out terms like "institutional
heterosexism" and "discrimination"
every time they do not like something
in order to fri ghten people into getting what they want.
What they want is not diversity.
Diversity is about accepting and
adding more to the cultural pot and
giving it a little stir. Diversity is not
abou t condemning or censoring heterosexuality. It's about accepting it.
What happened a couple weeks
ago with the threatening homophobic
letter to a student was grossly unacceptable. The Colby community recognizes this and condemns such
behavior. Now is the time to band
together and discuss homophobia
and ways to prevent it. Now is not
the time to trample all over the First
Amendment by censoring heterosexual events. Now is the time to celebrate diversity of all kinds by being
tolerarit of all ideas.
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Sense

Emma
McCandless
¦•

A lot of people have asked why
I never address really controversial
subjects in my column. Well, there
are a couple of reasons for that. One
is that I like to leave controversy to
writers who are better at dealing
with it than I am. The other, and
probably most important, reason is
that Tm not a very political or controversial person,
Don't get me wrong; I'm not
politically apathetic or anything. I
have opinions on everything from
birth control to GLBT issues, and I
enjoyed stopp ing in at Amnesty
International's recent letter-writing
campaign and expressing support

for a worthy cause. But my stance on
these issues, and the reason I don't
see a need to deal with them in my
column, is that I'm extremely middle-of-the-road. I'm talking smack
dab in between the two yellow lines.
Dead center.
Ifs a tough political position to
have, believe me. In many ways, it's
far more difficult to be middle-ofthe-road than it is to lean to the political left or ri ght.
The main problem with having a
political stance like mine is that a lot
of people, especially leftist liberals,
tend to see you as a hypocrite or a
coward . These people, it seems to
me, can't stand to hear someone say,
"Yes, you have a point," and then
add, "but I think you're taking it a
little to far." All-or-nothing is their
attitude; you're either with them or
against them and there's no inbetween! To them, people who are

middle-of-the-road are copping out.
Of course, people on the political
right don't take very kindly to those
of us in the middle, either. To conservatives, those of us in the center
are "crazy liberals," plain and simple. Coming from a town in rural
western Pennsylvania that can basically be summed up as "redneck," I
speak from experience. When I registered to vote as a Democrat, my
parents consoled themselves by
chalking it up to "teenage rebellion."
But I contend that describing oneself as middle-of-the-road is not
chickening out, nor is it merel y
rebelling against a rrustratingly conservative background. If two opposing points of view make sense to
you, then it logically follows that
you should try to find a happy medium that allows you to support both.
To be middle-of-the-road takes
guts. It takes a lot of soul-searchinc,

a lot of thought and contemplation-,
on some really tough issues. It takes ;
p atience to listen to each side with- ;
out jud ging and then reconcile your-,/
self to the fact that more than one
point of view can be right.
.;,.
Ifs not copping out or being hyp-/,
ocritical, and it isn't going against .,
the norm just because it's the trendy' ¦_
thing to do. It's using your brain,u
thinking for yourself, and caring„;
more about what you really dp,- ')
believe that what everyone else says,;
,;
you should believe.
Just like any other political
stance, being in the middle takes the,!
conviction and self-confidence tq n
stand by your beliefs in the face of .,
ridicule and scorn. Ifs not easy, but .,
ifs a good place to be.

because some people are just lazy ?
For all these people, here is some
information about four cool librarians you should get to know better.
Marilyn Pukkila ,, who can be
seen at the referdnce desk, has
worked at Colby for ei ghteen years.
She has taug ht classes during
January and p lays the violin. She
has practiced Wicca, a—-form of
witchcraft, for ten years. This is a
worship of the divinity of all things.
"I do not worship Satan, sacrifice
animals, or hold sexual orgie9," said
Pukkila. She does not wear all black
or ride a broomstick and is very
easy to talk to. She loves the "Lord
of the Rings" and "Star Wars" trilogies.
Like Maril yn, Toni Katz, assistant director for technical services,
has worked at Colb y for ei ghteen
years. She is an avid gardener and a

bicj .de aficionado. She loves comedy movies, especiall y Woody
Allen's "Annie Hall," and Peter
Mayle books. Working at the libra ry
is such a p leasure for her because it
is a "quiet, peaceful p lace, and of
course, I love to read."
Mike Macguire, who works in
the systems/reference section, has
been at Colby for only one year and
actually graduated Colby in 1989.
He is a self-proclaimed "GearHead" who loves to work on cars.
His favorite movie is "Galaxy
Quest" and his favorite book is
whatever he is reading. MacGuire
loves working, at Colby and by the
questions he has received, knows
that "Colby students are working
reall y hard."
Claire Prontnicki , Head of
Acquisitions, has worked at Colb y
for ten years. Her art hangs along-

side Alex-Katz4n the Colby College
Museum of Art and she has used
bookcover drawings in many of her
p ieces. She is a Unitarian who loves
the Waterville area. "It has enough
culture, yet it is small enough to feel
friendly," said Prontniki. Her
favorite book is "Shifting " by Paul
Kra pfel and her fa vorite movie is*
"The Man Who Would Be King."'
One of the more interesting experiences from her tenure at Colby was,
when bats and chipmunks wreaked
havoc in Miller.
Miller Library, although it may,
not be the most exciting place on (
campus, has some pretty interesting
people inside it. "Don 't ever be
afraid to ask questions," says
Pukkila , The librarians are there,
waiting to help.

Emma McCandless is the Echo
Op inions Editor.
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Getting to know the Colby librarians

By JEFF LEDERMAN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"I am going to make it a point
never to go to the library,", said
Taylor Bemis '05. Many people go
through four years without ever
venturing into Miller Library.
Others frequent the library almost
every day, late Sunday night, or
only when a term paper is due.
Everyone is aware though, that the
library exists.
The librarians work almost every
day, coming in on weekends and
working up until 1 o'clock in the
morning, and no one knows who
they are . Is it because the librarians
sit behind large desks and appear
fri ghtening and callous? Is it
because the Colb y population has
too much work and not enough
time to get to know them? Or is it
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A Christian steps Maintaining balance dffi
into the lion 's den
By PATRICK BENTON
STAFF WRITER

All Talk
iana Wrigh
_

As_ a general rule I can't stand
self-indulgent opinions articles. You
kdow the kind I'm describing, when
an author spends an entire column
recounting some aspect of his or her
life or expounding on some persons-belief in the hopes that it will
touch or inspire a larger audience.
Yet there's a fine line between
self-indulgence and finding a personal issue that actually does resonate with the larger community.
With that in mind, I feel it's time to
address one of the most important
private elements of my life, not j ust
•to hear myself talk but because I feel
like I have something important to
say.
I am a Christian. I am also very
reluctant to go alone with any
authority figures or to follow any
conventional established knowledge. I think a belief that can't stand
up to rigorous examination isn't
^
worth keeping. In short, I agree with
Socrates: the unexamined life isn't
worth living.
So is it possible to challenge my
beliefs and still remain a theist? I'll
admit that it sounds difficult, and I'll
admit that if religion was only a
-•matter of agreeing to believe certain
church creeds I would probably be
doomed. But there is a difference
between having faith and having
' beliefs. Although the two have
become linked in the Christian tradition, a tradition based partially on
asserting various creeds, they are
still fundamentally differentBeliefs can be accepted and rejected, challenged and supported. They
are part of what you think and they
determine your actions. Faith is a
way of life. Having faith is haying
trust; it is admitting you trust God
with your life.
Both faith and beliefs can and
should be challenged, but they are
challenged in different ways/ You
accept and reject beliefs based on
evidence or arguments, but faith is
more personal. I think you can't
know the strength of faith until it
has been challenged but the challenges to faith are intimate and often
indescribable.
There are no shortage of challenges to a Christian both at Colby
and in the larger world. One of the
most common complaints I hear
about my religion is its destructive
past. Often that past is coupled with
its modern equivalents, the anger
and bigotry of fundamentalist
Christianity.
It's true that, over two millennia,
Christianity has acquired a bad reputation. Ifs been used as the vehicle

for a wide variety of hatred arid
intolerance and ifs been the excuse
for unacceptable acts.
But Christianity is, above all else,
a religion of acceptance. Ifs a religion founded on the life of a man
who spent time ministering to prostitutes and tax collectors, a man who
was born in a stable ahd killed like a
common criminal. It has been grossly and unfortunately misrepresent'
ed.. . . ' These contradictions between
what I see as the spirit and the exercise of my religion arise because
there is a dual nature to all religious
traditions. Religion, especially
Christianity, is a public affair. It
draws people together: to worship
and celebrate as a community. Yet it
is also very private,,perhaps one of
the most private elements- of our
lives. Struggles with faith and the
idea of God are difficult and the conclusions reached are often intensely
personal. We believe, or we don't
believe, because of what has happened to us as individuals. No one
can make that decision for us.
This dual nature means that,
although religion is often first experienced and represented publicly, it
must be accepted privately. Every
assertion and statement made by a
group of faith must be privately analyzed. What is accepted by the
church may be denied by the individual, or what the church denies
the individual may. exalt.
This means that Christians don't
necessarily agree. We .share a common faith but this faith often entails
different beliefs. Unfortunately I feel
that too often many Christians have
beliefs that have not been sufficiently challenged or examined. This can
lead to Christianity acting as the
vehicle for hateful or intolerant sentiments that run directly counter to
the message of the religion.
However, the presence of a few
unchallenged , or contradictory
beliefs does not render Christianity
useless, just as negative experiences
in the past do not mean that every
lesson from that past should be discarded.
Yes, I am a Christian, I am not a
fundamentalist I believe Jesus is the
son of God but I don't believe homosexuality is a sin, I don't believe God
created the world in seven days, and
I don't believe members of other
religions or atheists will be punished
in an afterlife.
I do believe we are called to love
and care for and constantly challenge each other/no matter what we
believe or deny, in a spirit of understanding and tolerance — everyone
in the world is, after .all, created in
the image of God.
Briana Wri g ht is a weekly
columnist for the Echo.

SHOC Corner
Your health questions answered by Student Health On Campus
Q: What is the most prevalent STD on the Colby campus?
The Health Center reports that human papilloma virus (HPV) is the most frequently seen STD on campus. HPV is a hi ghly contagious STD that can cause
genital warts. The warts are not always visible to tlie naked eye, and therefore
many carriers are not aware they have the STD.
The warts can occur externally, on the shaft of the penis or around the vagina, or they may occur internally,in the urethra, anus, or on the cervix. The warts
tend to be very small and look like hard spots or have an appearance similar |o
x
that of cauliflower.
Contact with these warts causes tlie spread of the disease. However, even if
the warts are eliminated HPV, like other wart viruses, will remain in the bod y
forever.
HPV may be diagnosed by a visual examinati on or a pap smear, both of
which you can have at the Health Center (x3394 for an appointment).
Unfortunatel y, no screening tool comparable to a pap smear is available for
men.
It is very important to be diagnosed if one has this infection because, apart
from protecting sexual partners from acquiring the disease, genital warts have
been associated with cervical cancer and other conditions in young women.
I Q: Does the Health Center have female condoms available?
| Unfortunately, the Health Center does not carry female condoms. The cost is
substantially more than male condoms, they are difficult to procure and there is
a 21% failure rate with typical use. However, dental dams and condoms are
fivailable from the Health Center 24 hours a day and are free of cost. Also, the
J-Iealth Center offers a number of contraceptive methods to its students. Birth
control p ills can be purchased from the Health Center for n reduced price after
the student has had a pap smear. Depo-Provera can also be purchased and also
requires n.recent pap smear. The Health Center also offers diap hragm fitting
(x,3394 for an appointment).
To submit your health questions, sir the SHOC Comer question Iwxi 's in the student center
anil outside of Dana 's dining hall
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Balance: To bring into or maintain
a sta te of equilibrium between opposing forces or influences.
Recent events have added a lot
of dimension to the concept of balance. Most notably, we are currently seeking to balance our
quest for ju stice in the World
Trade Center bombings against
the potential cost of that quest in
terms of innocent lives. We must
remain vigilant in not allowing
justice to become unchecked
vengeance.
It has become even harder to
balance a reasonable amount of
caution against outright paranoia
when one hears so often of new
anthrax infections and contaminations. I consider myself to be quite
rational and calm, but, having
lived and worked in Washington^
D.C., for the last two years, it has
been difficult for me to maintain
that balance.
After all, any mail that is still
addressed to my old- apartment
goes through the Brentwood Road
facility before being forwarded to
me at my new address here on
Mayflower Hill. I worked for
those two years in the Hart Senate
Office Building, just two floors
from Senator Daschle's office; the
now-infected members of his staff
are my friends and colleagues.
I hear a lot lately about "the

next step" for Colby. We are maintaining our current level of stature
quite nicely, but the question of
where we go next still remains. If
considering our past graduates/ I

A LIST OF OUR FOR-TMER STUDENTS MAY
NOT BE EXTREMELY
IMPRESSIVE, BUT WE
DO SEEM TO
ATTRACT BALANCED
PEOPLE AND, IN
TURN, PRODUCE BALANCED, SUCCESSFUL
GRADUATES.
must admit that in my pre-admission investigation of Colby I only
recognized the name of one aluma name that, despite my "deep
respect and admiration for the
person attached to it, I doubt
many people would.be impressed
with if comparing it to the names
of Bowdoin's illustrious graduates; names like Hawthorne,
Longfellow, Peary, Mitchell, and
Kinsey.
A list of our former students
may not be extremely impressive
to the compendium of time, but
we do seem to attract balanced

people that provide-us services. A
quirk of the newspaper business is
that columnists' work is sometimes re-titled to consider the
demands of space.
The editors of the Echo, erroneously titled that column "Colby
students disrespectful of those
who selflessly serve them," for
which I apologize for not only the
inconsistency but also the reckless
use of the specificity of the English
langtia 'ge. With one word, "serve,"
my point was summated nicely:
we treat these good people like
servants because we see them as
servants. They provide a service,
which may be a fine distinction,
but one that should be " rn^ de.
People that provide a service are
much more than servants, and
should be treated as such.
Also, in the last week, I witnessed more of the abuse I mentioned in my Nov. 1 column. It
Was not by students, but by faculty. In tying into the last words of
that column, age does not make
one any less of a spoiled brat
when it comes to the outri ght
abuse of people doing their job in
a superior manner.

people and, in turn, produce bal=
anced, successful graduates.
Given the odds, it is quite unlikely
that , any of us will be remembered
b y history, especially in any posi.
tive manner.
I However/ we do have- an endless stream of opportunity to be
remembered by those with whom
we lead our everyday life. Great
men and women, those that are
remembered b y history, are first
and foremost men and women of
their generation that have been
smart enough to recognize a
chance worth taking and lucky
enough to be led to great opportunities.
To be a Colby graduate should
mean that one has been imbued
with respect . for excellence,
responsibility for and awareness
of the human and material world
around us, humility for the limits
that define our humanity, and the
sensibility to challenge artificiality,_ unreasonableness, corruption,
and the like.
In balancing subjective rankings against actual, usually
immeasurable, results, the equilibrium about which we should balance should be the education of
young people in that ethic. Our
"next step" should be perpetually
made in that manner.
On a follow-up note, I
addressed two weeks ago how we,
the entire Colby community, treat

Patrick Benton is a biweekl y columnist for the Echo. He can
be reached at pbbenton @colby.edu

With a name like Rancid , it has to be good
Lexicon
Devils

Noah Charney
Punk music is vastly under appreciated. I've no wish to alienate people
by virtue of their musical preferences,
but there is such a marginal propensity for mediocrity on the radio, and
ih the pop music genre, that I'm
astounded at the marketing brilliance
that keeps such uninteresting music
at the top of the charts.
The great virtue of punk music is
passion. I love any music performed
with passion. That is my only criterion. Which leads to the question of the
origins of music. If broken down to
its most basic definition, music is an
expression of emotion through the
projection sounds, either vocall y,
instrumentally, or in combination.
The key here is an expression of
emotion. I suppose you could play
music at random, putting together
different sounds without a specific
idea in mind. In fact, there is a whole
lot of music that is put together without a purpose other than marketability. But the essence of music is in the
proje ction of emotion in a pleasurable
format.
It has to sound good, but the bottom line is that there are times when
normal means of expression are
insufficient. There are abstract emotions which words fail, and that is
when poets, composers, and fine
artists can create beautiful p ieces of
art which express that which cannot
be adequately expressed in normal
media.
These emotions are the ones that
strike deepest in our hearts, and
which most move us. From love to
hate to anger to j oy to sadness, loneliness, ecstasy, introspection, the best
songs speak to us as individuals,
even though they were not written
for us.
A great piece of art, a song, a
poem, or a novel is great in that it has
the capacity to speak universal truths
which hit home no matter the audience. One may find a piece of oneself
in any great piece of art , but there is
no great pjiece of art that is not
imbued with the passion of the artist.
Wliich brings me to my point-that
everyone should listen to punk
music. I've no guarantee that you
will fall in love with it, or even that
you would want to listen to it regularly, but I do guarantee that if you
listen to it with a little thought, you
will appreciate it,
Punk music is about the expression of unbridled passion. The fact
that the passion is unbridled is what
makes it a little bit scary, confrontational, and sometimes angry. If you
couldn't already tell, I love punk
music. I love most all sorts of music,
but punk music speaks to me most.
Take one of the best punk bands
ever, Rancid, as an example. With a
name like Rnncid, could it possibly be
bad? Yes, of course it could.
Thankfull y for us, it's not. Tim
Armstrong, the lead singer of Rancid
could not sing a note correctly if a
gun was held to his head, but gee
whiz, does he sing his heart out.
The fact that some punk musi-

cians are less skilled than musicians
in other genres is moot. It is also an
often incorrect assumption, that punkmusicians are bad musicians. It is a
music form that is direct and uncluttered.The music is about passion,
and frilly guitar solos, electronic
effects, and backup dancers are extragance of
neous to the streamlined/elfepunk music.
While hardcore music is usually
political, expressions of anger at politics or the state of the world, punk
music usually consists of love songs,
fraternal or elegiac or romantic. The
philosophy behind much hardcore
music is to scream as loud as you can
and get out all of your aggression in
the music, so you don't have to dp it

ART, A SONG, A
POEM, OR A NOVEL
IS GREAT IN THAT IT
HAS THE CAPACITY
TO SPEAK UNIVERSAL
TRUTHS.
physically.
Many hardcore musicians are
pacifists, strai ght-edge (which means
that they never smoke/do any drugs,
nor drink), and most are really nice
guys. Too often it is assumed that if a
singer is screaming, then they are
t. ^^^^^^-BRM*^^'^^^ ¦__£_ $'
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promoting death and wanton 'destruction. This is not the case, at *
least not in most hardcore music.
*.
On. the other hand, punk rock ,;
songs are usually very catchy,and are _
belted out as the most , poignant
expression of love that the band is;
capable of expressing. There is something heart-breakingly beautiful
about punks in love.
They can't hit a note/but they sing
their hearts out. Theif passion is palpable, and you can't listen .to a good
punk song without feeling the pas- .
sion yourself .And that is the best reason to listen to music,

A GREAT PIECE OF
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Noah Charney is a weekl y
columnist for the Echo.
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An open mind is a key component of activism
friends are made uncomfortable
In Tolerance by accusatory chalkings.
Polarizing statements only serve
to alienate people and cheapen
your
message. I cringe when I
Clifton Bullard
hear such terms as, 'oppression,'
'hate crime' and 'unsafe environky
ment'
being tossed around like
're
' Howdy Colby. I hope you
^:
*r .well. The recent homophobic inci* loose change. To apply them to
dents on campus have been heavy Colby is Jo take a frighteningly
on my mind these past coup le shortsighted and selfish view of
weeks. I hope that in the melee we bur privileged place in the world.
Also, I'm afraid we're creating
haven't lost sight of the fact that
a
campus
climate ih which unpopdiversity,
Colby,despite its lack of
ular
views
are silenced. People
and
tolerant
is an amazingly
should
be
free
to believe whatever
I
Anyhow,
accepting p lace.
they should be
they
choose;
and
on
. thought I'd share my thoughts
Provided they
it.
able
to
express
events.
our responses to these
v Ifs great for Colby stiidents to aren't making threats, students at
take a stand against bigotry. It Colby should never be afraid to
needs to be done. But we should say what they think or feel. If
V*- look carefully at what we are say- somebody thinks homosexuality*
v ing, and how we're saying it. is wrong, and if they want to call
^Language is powerful, arid all par- me names all day long, that's their
ties in these proceedings would be right.
How can you hope to change
wise to consider their-words All
^ to someone's opinions if_you- don't
what
we
are
trying
too often,
say gets lost/ simply because the know they exist? BigotecTTwords
and actions are merely a symptom
words we use don't reflect it.
of a deeper problem — prejudice.
ht
worry
when
my
straig
I .

If you only address.the symptoms,
then you only drive the real issue
underground. Outrage isn't a
solution; and crucif ying someone
for an intolerant prank is a similar
dead end. Shouting that some-

PROVIDED THEY

AREN'T MAKING V

years ago, I'd never actually
known anyone who was Hispanic.
Despite my rational knowledge, I
harbored a prejudice against
Hispanics and Hispanic culture.
I realized that until I actually
got to know some Hispanics, this
prejudice would continue to haunt
my subconscious. For this reason,
among others, I quit my yuppie
coffee shop job and started working construction. Within a week of
working with a Guatemalan pipe
crew, I found my prejudice had
evaporated. Cultural biases are
strong, but they don't stand a
chance against personal experi¦
ence. . ; . . Tt's vvonderfuh that the campus
is taking a vocal stand against
intolerance, but we should beware
of hypocrisy. Tolerance is only
meaningful when it is for someone
you don't like or agree with. The
same people who chalked, "f* the
radicaLright—are now clamoring
that the infamous note constitutes
a hate crime. To me/both seem to
share a similar tone of threatening
intolerance. Prejudices are most

^

THREATS, STUDENTS

COLBY

AT

SHOULD

NEVER BE AFRAID TO
SAY WHAT THEY
THINK OR FEEL.
one's views are wrong won't do
anything to change them.
Prejudices are : an almost
unavoidable consequence of
human interaction. Lord knows
I've got my share. I'm from
Alabama; and I attended a string
of southern boarding schools. I'm
a walking projection of any number of upper-class conservative
bible-belt neuroses. Until a couple

the most privileged, tolerant and
safe communities in the world.
No one at Colby is oppressed. " .«
I'm not saying that Colby perfect. Far from it. Neither am I
suggesting that students shouldn't
be active in support of their opinions. I'd love to see a more
dynamic campus. But we should
have some sense of perspective #
^
and listen to our own words.
So how can the Colby community address its many individual
prejudices? The solution is simp le, and rests with you. Confront
them on a personal level. A good
place to start is by honestly examining your own prejudices — we
'__
all-have them.—r _, ____
I guess thafs all, for now. Have
a good Thanksgiving break. Sleep
late and eat lots. Recognize and be
thankful for your many blessings,
and pray for those who are
oppressed. , A

dangerous when we can't see
them, and they're hardest to see
when they are our own.
I consider myself to be a gay
activist. No, I don't regularly
attend rallies, or send letters to my
Congressman, not that those are
bad things, For .me,-1 . - find the
greatest good that I can do at
Colby is simply to be myself.
Pretty much all of my friends at
Colby are straight (despite my
best efforts.) Fpr a majority of
them, I am the first openly gay
BAM!
friend^ they've had.
Prejudice gone. Idealistic words
aren't nearly as powerful as simply getting to know someone.
-"-TVe talked-to a-number of students about these issues; and I
firmly believe that almost all prejudice at Colby is simply inexperience arid immaturity. There is
very little, if any, real hatred here.
As an academic community we
must take the responsibility of
making distinctions very seriously. There's a world of difference
between hate and immaturity.
We are lucky to live in one of
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Clifton Bullard is a regular Echo
columnist

ConfIict must been seen to ultimate end
mmzeitmr
'^^—^ZZZffZ!?!!?!;

Northern ". "Alliance iii Mazar-E
Sharif. Reports differ, but anywhere from 100 to 600 Taliban
troops and sympathizers in the
city have been killed/ After reading that report, I understand why
President Bush and our military
leaders were putting a lot of pressure on the Northern Alliance to
stay out of Kabul.
They were worried, like I am,
that the Northern Alliance may
not be a. group that we, as
Americans, want to see in the seat
of power. What we may have is a
classic case of our friends being no
better than our enemies.
The United Nations must enter
Af ghanistan as soon as possible to
set up peace-keeping forces, and
to mediate discussions and negotiations concerning, a new Afghan
government. If the rebuilding
process is Af ghanistan is not monitored closely, we could easily see
another oppressive, human-ri ght

Ward's
Words

Geoff Ward
The Taliban spent the beginning of this week retreating.
Kandahharis howethe only major
vcity-in Afghanistan under Taliban
control. The capitol city, Kabul, is
now under the control of the
Northern Alliance.
.-Tuesday, on CNN I saw the pictures of the Northern Alliance
rolling into Kabul, meeting no
resistance. I heard the reports of
The people of Kabul dancing in the
streets, men shaving off their
beards, and women throwing off
their veils. However, running
along the news ticker on the bottom of the screen was a report of
unconfirmed summary trials and
executions carried out b y the
.: ¦ - .
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violating, anti-American regime in
power.:
Now that the defeat of the
Taliban Seems imminent, we can
not forget about Osama binLaden.

without bringing him to justice in
some form or another/Regardless
of the fall of the Taliban, bin Laden
is the real target of this War, and
he is still very much at large.
In the plethora of news concerning the Northern Alliance's
victories, the continuing anthrax
investigations, and the crash of
American Airlines Flight 587 in a
Queens neighborhood, bin Laden
has become second page news.
His latest attempts to garner
more attention for his Cause have
been met with contempt and disgust. This past Saturday a videotape was released in which bin
Laden chastises almost every
Muslim nation in the world, and
attacks the United Nations calling
it a instrument of crimes against
Muslims.
These desperate attempts to
rally support have only worked to
further the divide between bin
Laden and the majority of moder-

NOW THAT WE HAVE
THE TALIBAN RUNNING FOR THE HILLS,
AND BIN LADIN
GRASPING FOR
STRAWS, OUR
RESOLVE AS A
COUNTRY AND AS
AMERICANS CANNONT
WAVER.
Presumably he is still in
Af ghanistan somewhere, and I do
not think this war can be over

ate Muslims.
Now that we have the Taliban
running for the hills,- and bin
Laden grasping for straws, our
resolve as a country and as
Americans cannot waver. In the
Gulf War, we were in a similar situation and decided not to pursue
Saddam Hussein or to send troops
into Baghdad. Such a course of
action will not be possible in this
current war. We must not abandon
the Af ghan people who have
resisted the Taliban, and we can
not let a madman like bin Laden
remain at large. The timetable for
this conflict has moved up considerably, and while that is encouraging, the war still must be seen
through to the end.
If we pull out of Af ghanistan
now, we run the risk of allowing a
Northern Alliance bent on revenge
take over the country, and also of
allowing bin Laden and the
Taliban a chance to rebuild and

regain power. They must not be
given that chance.
Geoff Ward is the Manag ing
Edito r for the Echo

Here^s What's HayingFriday,Nov. 16
through Tuesday, Nov. 20

THE HAN WHO WASN'T THERE
R Nightly at 5:00, 7:15,9:25
Mutinees Silt/Sun at 12:30. 2:45

INNQCrENCrE

VtMay thruTuesday al 645 Matinees Sal/Sun al3:05 '

GRATEFUL DAWG

PG-13 Friday thmTj "-day' 5«), 8:40 Also SaUSmi 1:20

Starts Wednesday, Nov. 21

WAKING LIFE
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Photographer Olive Pierce offers a
touching look at coastal Maine

By KATE RUSSO

Pierce was also a teacher at
Cambridge
High School in
A&E EDITOR
Still
Massachusetts.
Cambridge,
Olive Pierce has bggn taking infatuated with p hotographing
pictures in New England for 40 people, Pierce constantly took picyears. On Monday/she brought to tures of the students. Pierce said, it
Colby a unique tmtlook on the was at Cambridge where she realpr6cess~bf /photography~and"the izedr "these-were more- than indilife of a fishing community on the vidual pictures, together they had
coast of Mainea story to tell."
Pierce started her slide presenPierce's first documentary book
tation by showing photographs of photography was on just this
from the beginning of her career. subject. "No Easy Roses" is about
As a graduate of Vassar College the lives of students that attended
with a B.A. in writing, Pierce had Cambridge High School.
no formal training on the subject
Soon after, Pierce decided to
of photography. She picked it up devote her time to taking pictures
by taking pictures of her children. in the tiny fi shing village of
These were the first photos she Waldoboro, Maine. It was on this
subject matter that she spent the
showed.
As her interest in photography bulk of her lecture.
With 10 years
Pierce
grew,
of work and 700
began to take pic- PIERCE DISCUSSED
roles of film,
ture of other peoTHE
IDEA
OF
BREAK
"
les
children.
As
Pierce
pubp
her work pro- ING THE RULES OF
lished
with
gressed she was
writer Carolyn
Chute, the book,
able to get a grant PHOTOGRAPHY " IN
from
HaWard
"Up
River."
ORDER TO ENHANCE
University
to
This book is
study photogra- THE STORY THE PHO- predominatel y
about two famiphy. It was there
that ; she said her TOGRAPHS TELL.
lies, the Carters
and
the
switched
style
Harpers,
in
from portraiture
to documentary photography.
Waldoboro, Maine. Because Pierce
She displayed a photo of a was a devoted photographer she
young boy in a truck : staring truly captured the essence of small
straight,
at
the
camera. town coastal life.
Commenting on this she said, "I
The photographs in "Up River"
like my subjects looking dead at range from family photos to phome." This was one of the many tos of hardworking fisherman at
elements of documentary portrai- sea. Pierce stresses that each inditure to which she adapted.
vidual photograph tells a piece of

77/75
Tickets for Annual
Sendee of Carols and
Lights - 9 a.ml-5 pm.
Women's ISfiidtes^

Colloquium Series - Art
Museum UpperJettl 4-6

p m.

Ski Film - Olln 1 8:15_
9:15 pm.
SGA Film 'America^
Sweethearts' - Lovejoy
100 10:30 pmr12:30
am.
f

PHOTO.BY OLIVE PIERCE

A p hoto from Olive Pierce's documentary book, "Up River" about Waldoboro, Maine.
the larger story.
'
One example of this was a
photo taken of a mother and a
young baby seen through the window of a truck, and the baby is
crying. But/ Pierce not only draws
attention to the unhappy child,
she also points to the . coffee mug
and the six pack of beer in the
back of the truck, and encourages
viewers not see this images as
arbitrary to the picture.
Pierce also discussed the idea
of "breaking the rules of photogra-

phy" in order to enhance the story was left with a comprehensive colthese photographs tell. She drew lection photos, which are individattention to her coarsely grained ually so full of character and yet
photographs and explained that relate to each other so well that if
"this isn't a fine grain situation," one were missing the puzzle
in reference to life in Waldoboro. wouldn'tbe complete.
Pierce's style is more interested in
Pierce's next project is to- pubcatching life in action. "Either you lish a book of photographs she
get it or you don't," she remarked took of children in Iraq. The book
on taking pictures.
,_ _ will focus entirely on children and
Pierce
represented
the will consist of photos she took a
Waldoboro community in all sea- short span of five days.
sons and all occasions from weddings to funerals. In the end she

Broadway Musical
Revue bares all

LIVE ON WMHB

By KATE RUSSO ~
A&E EDITOR

-

RYAN DAVIS /THE COLBY ECHO

The Frotus Caper p lay s live in the WMHB studio during live music week Thiesday night.

Faculty art show spans
wide scope of interests
By MICHAEL GREENBERG

STAFP WRITER

- The Fall Faculty Art Show opened
last Friday in the lower level of the
Colby museum, and once again the
Colby community exhibited a wide
variety of interests and experiences.
The art exhibition, on display through
December 28th, presents the accomplishments of current professors and
professors emeritus in tlie Colby Art
Department,
Proceeding in a circular fashion, the
show displays each artisf s series along
a wall as a progression of related
images, moods, and humor. Scott
Reed's abstract canvas prints are a collage of colors and shapes aptly titled by
the most prominent image in the print.
One of the most memorable titles on
the floor, "Damn, Arriving At A Party
Late With A Frog Still On My Head,"
depicts an abstract party, complete
with blended images of food, drinks,
and favors. And indeed, there is a cartoon frog atop the spectator 's head!
Gary Mitchell's oil and wax prints
showcase a more concrete form with
his studies in patterns and letters. Two
of his works, "Scotch Plaid" and

"Anagram " use checkerboard patterns
and ornate letters to present combinations of colors and designs in a structured tapestry.
Dee Peppe's photographs tell of her
travels around central Maine, the country, and the world. Her images, mostly
of people and action, come from as
close as Union, Maine to as far as
Venice, Italy. In one of the more
dynamic prints of her collection, we
see a Shooting Gallery from Savannah,
Georgia, complete with its owner in
carnival dress standing in front of tlie
tableau of bulls-eyes, Her image of
"Cafd du Monde" in New Orleans
shows an almost bizarre multi-cultural
atmosphere among the caf<?'s employees. A set of two prints shows a classic
image of human physique two vastly
different ways. "Power Lifter," an
image of a young boy lifting weights,
and "Body Builder," an intense closeup of a black woman body builder
shows the differences in tlie similar
actions from two people of different
walks of life.
Late Professor of studio art, Abbott
Meader presents a natural view of the
world with several oil prints of landscapes, His "Water, Wood, and Stone"
print as well as "Jumble At The Water's

Edge," and "Looking Across A
Stream" show a fascination with the
ambience of water and all the elements
that surround it. "As The Snows
Recede," "Autumn Explosion," and
"Distant Thunder" beautifull y depict
tlie passage of time and the fast, almost
lucid approach and retreat of the seasons:
Bevin Engman's series of oil prints
on wood panels personify books. In
two works, "Cats Cradle" and "Fan
Dance," Engman shows an eye for seeing-the human qualities in objects. In
"Fan Dance," the subtle movement of
fluttering pages along a book's spine
adds dynamic energy to the print.
Engman also explores combinations of
color, shape, and texture in two collages.
Harriett Mathews' three welded
sculptures feature prominently in the
firat wing of the exhibit as landscapes
of painted steel. Influenced by a variety of architectural and landscape
styles, including Greco-Roman, her
Mountain Village sculpture shows a
gradual ascension to a steel peak.
For more information ,on the
Mupeum's exhibit schedule and
hours visit them on the web at
colby.edu/ museum.

Normally,I am skeptical of posters,
which advertise nudity during a certain campus event. I went to BMR
wondering how the actors were going
to get around their so-called promise
of nudity to the audience, but they
didn't really have to. This fall semester's production was a daring, but successful attempt at Broadway.
The
cast
opened
with
"Wilkommen" from "Cabaret." It
worked well as an opening number; a
good piece in which to sit back and
relax before the real excitement began.
The show really started to pick up
with the number, "Hello Dolly" from
the show of the same name, which featured a guest appearance by Dean of
Students Janice Kassman. Upon
Kassman's arrival in a silky black
evening gown, the lyrics switched
from "Hello Dolly" to "Hello Janice."
Though she didn't sing, Janice's per^
formance was uplifting,
especiall y
considering her day job.
The popular and seemingly innocent "Matchmaker" from "Fiddler on
the Roof" followed "Hello Dolly." This
piece featu red Katie Wagner '05,
Melisse Hinkle '05 and Donte Tates
'05. The traditional "Matchmaker " is
trio of three sisters dreaming about
their future husbands. However, BMR
decided to give the dated show tune a
modern twist. The trio added a risque"
element to the number by inserting a
considerable amount of pelvic thrusts
to harmless lines about finding the
perfect love.
The most offbeat decision was the
casting of Tates. Whether he was supposed to be a young girl in search of a
husband or a young boy in search of a
husband was unclear, but it didn't
make any difference because Tates
stole the number with his convincing
falsetto and vivacious dancing.
Leif Pearson '04, Mike Haley '04,
and Chase Cohen '05 killed the female
vibe with the number "Man" from the
recent musical "The Full Monty" It
was good to hear an unfamiliar song,
from a more contemporary musical, in
the mix. The three men worked very
well together and with all the crotch
grabbing it couldn't get manlier, or so
I thought,
The quick five minutes of masculinity were quickly shot to death
when the ladies of BMR took over the
stage to present "Don't Tell Mama," a
number about a girl who doesn't want
her mother to know she is working in
a Night Club, In tight black skirts and

sparkling shirts, the girls easily convinced the audience of their role.
The company ended the first act
with the first truly serious song of the
production, "Send in the Clowns"
from "A Little Night Music."
Musically, this was the most beautiful
piece in the program. The cast really
sounded like an ensemble and the
choreography was complex without
being over the top.
After a fifteen-minute intermission,
the cast opened again with the full
company number, "Summer Nights."
On most days I would rather have a
root canal than listen to anything from
"Grease, but as a way of easing into
the second act of show tunes, it
worked well.
The highlight of the second act was
another number from "The Full
Monty" titled "Let it Go." I didn't really believe the four men, Pearson, Tates,
Haley and Cohen were going to give
the audience a striptease. Although
they didn't "bare all" so to speak, they
came a lot closer than I would have
imagined for a family show in the
Page Commons Room. At the last
moment, they whipped of their pants
and stood only in their boxers in front
of a full house. It was nice to see the
men of BMR take charge considering
how outnumbered they were.
However, one enthusiastic audience
member yelled, "now ifs the girls
turn!" He didn't get his wish.
The next number was the familiar
"Damnit Janet" f rom "Rocky Horror
•Picture Show" featuring Anne
Olmsted '04 and Haley. The audience
was quick to parti cipate in this number. Olmsted and Haley were believable as an awkward young couple.
This was another piece where the
choreography was particularly strong.
Directors of this fall's BMR, Chrissy
Wallace '03 and Mike Haley, performed the duet "All I Ask of You"
from "Phantom of the Opera" as the
last number before the closing company number. This piece concentrated
more on the song than its presentation
and allowed the duo's musical talent
to be really showcased. As the only
"serious" song in the second act, it
lived up to the standard it set for itself .
The purpose of BMR is to have fun
with a mix of Broadway tunes, and Wa
clear this fall's cast did just that. They
offered a well-rounded assortment of
songs and added interesting twists to
more well-known tunes, making the
whole production more engaging.

1 1/ 16
;
Latin American Studl&s
Lecture w/ Maria
Peresa Sch - Whitney.
Roberts 4-6 pm.
SGA Film 'America 's
Sweethearts' - L o v e j o y
100 7-11:30 pm.
The Winter's Tale ' Runnals Union Strider
Theater 7:30 pm.
Perpetual Motion
Machine - Mary Low
Coffeehouse 9 pm.
11/ 17
SGA Film 'America 's
Sweethearts' - Lovejoy
-JOO 7- 1 1:30 pm.
Collegium Muslcum Lorimer Chapel 7:30
pm.
The Winter's Tale' Runnals Union Strider
Theater 7:30 pm.
Erica Wheeler - Mary
Low Coffeehouse 8
pm.
1 1/ 18
Swing Club Lessons Alfond Athletic Center
Aerobics Room 7-9

p m.

Playtime - Mary Low
Coffeehouse 8-11 pm.

1 1/ 19
Film Festival - Keyes
105 8- 10:30 pm.
Allx Olson - Mary Low
Coffeehouse 8 pm.
;
11/20
Zen Meditation ;
Lorimer Chapel
Lounge 7-9 pm.
Folk Music Gathering ;Mary Low Coffeehou&e
7-9:30 pm.
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The Line: don 't waste your time The Strokes won't save
rock, but are sti 11 enjoyable
By KATE RUSSO

weren't yelling, their voices were very
monotone. Although, I did catch a
moment of harmony in the album's
second song "What is Creature."
If you are really into the hard rock
scene and enjoy listening to music with
an angry edge, you may like The Line.
The onty-problem is,T/couldn't tell you
what thesSf Doys are angry about.
The hard rock scene is flooded with
angry musicians, some of which perform much better than others. The Line
has a lot of kinks to work out before
they can be at the top of this competitive field. For how I suggest if you
want to be angry, stick with faithfully
furious groups like Limp Biskit and
Godsmack. And if you are a Sublime
fan don't be fooled, these boy are anything buHSublime.

Their songs lacked any individuality as the CD went from track to track.
However, the lyrics "the blood stained
on the wall" repeated over and over
again, in the song "The Earthworm
Crisis" did, unfortunately, stay in my
head. It was notably the worst song on
the album. ' ..¦
The first song of the CD had the
most potential and I was sorry to hear
that the others didn't follow with the
same style. The song "Take Whafs
Yours" was remeniscent of Pink Floyd,
but more energetic. But by the end of
the album, my best comparison for the
group would be a third-rate Limp
Bizkit.
All three of the guitarists also did
vocals on the album, but there was
nothing distinctive about their voices;
mostly they j ust yelled byer their
instruments. On the rare occasion they

A&E EDITOR t,

The line has been on the hard rock
scene since the mid 90s and this fall
theyhave released their fourth album,
Monsters We Breed." lhe group has
made somewhat of a name for themselves by playing on the Warped Tour
for three years jn a row and touring
with well-known groups such as
Sublime and LessThan Jake.
Though I am not traditionally a
hard rock farv I was encouraged to listen to ihe CD after reading that they
had shared die stage with Sublime, an
alternative band I really enjoy. Yet after
three tracks of The Line's "Monsters
We Breed" I wished I could turn it off.
The group consists of tWo guitarists, a
bassfet^ahd- a drummer--- the basic
band, and basic is where they stay.
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LOCATED IN A 15TH-CENTURY;
PALAZZO IN THE HEART
OF THIS RENAISSANCE CITY,
STl mFNTS THF OPPORTUNITY
_ •_ -» » rtrr- .vwtu j_ ™t_ :r v A x «»-_> .„.
*-TO
LIVE INTIMATELY AMONG

The program is open to students
who-are-new
and
¦¦
.¦¦ .,to ,the language
,
„
. ¦ ..available
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who speak, Italian.
Honiestays-. are
the heart„ orl-iorencc.

FLORENCE 'S MASTERPIECES ,
AND CULTURE.
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The broad range of options includes enrollment in the University
of i*lorciK;e. Studeiu s can take classes vvith some of Florence 's
finest artists and scholars. Hallmarks of the program are, private
tutorials and small seminars with distinguished Italian facility.
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Sarah ' ¦Lawrence College in Florence combine& individuall y
designed programs of study with total immersion in the academic
' ¦
and soci«'l iifr' of Florence. /'
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If you watch MTV during the
odd hours when they still play
music, you might have seen the
video for the Strokes "Last Night."
It's shot on video instead of film,
and it has an intentionall y tdssedoff look. The hair is carefull y
mussed, the lip-synching is a 'bit
off, and when it 's over, you can't
help, but feel that there was never
a second take.
It's an appropriate video for the
bands sound, a dirty mixture of
Velvet Underground and . The
Stooge, and one can't help but be
impressed' by the simplicity of it".
The Strokes rock with simple elements, without an excess of studio
production, and they do it such a
way that it all gets through on the
album.
No, it's not going to save rock.
No, it's hot going to change the
' way we think about music.
Unfortunately, due to advance
press and the band's own cockiness, that's what some people are
expecting.
Yet in all honesty, the only peop le who could feel , betrayed by
this hype are irrelevant collector
scum like myself, and hopefull y
the rest of the population will be
able to at least come to the album
on even terms.
Admittedly, I wasn't convinced
at first, as the advance single arid
the music video are decent songs,
but . far from being the best on the
album. I enjoy ed the vocal style,
the simple rhythmic structure and
the memorable melody, but the
songs themselves just weren't
catchy enough to rel y on familiar¦
' /.
.- ¦¦
ity, /¦ The song that changed my
mind was "Is This It" which is a
currently a single in the UK, so
there is hope for it to get eventual
radio p lay in the States. It works
its way from a lone drum beat to a
chiming, repetitive guitar loop
and Julian Cassavetes questioning
"Is This It?"
At this point, less than a minute
into the song, it's far more catchy
than anything else I'd previously
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By BRETT CAWLEY
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the CD cover f rom The Strokes album
heard, but after the first verse the
bass drops in with a bouncy line
that perfectly complements all the
other elements. Luckily, this is the
first track on the album, and I
spent the rest of the album in more
of a receptive mood to The
Strokes' sound.
Interestingly enough, The
Strokes had one of the first notable
pieces changed in reaction to the
attack on Sept; 11. The Strokes'
first single was entitled "New
York City Cops", and featured the
refrain "... and every ni ght / she
says/'New
York
City
Cops/New York Gity Cops/ they
ain't too smart../" and the band's
label ¦ felt it was ' necessary to
remove the song from the album
before the release date.
Killing . two birds with one
stone/ the label also released the
new version of the album with a
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From November 12 through December 18, Colby 's Dining
Service will be reaching out to the needy in our local community by gathering donations of non-perishable food items to be
delivered to the local chapter of the Salvation Army as part of
Caring Cans. Caring Cans is a philanthrop ic food drive, part
of Sodexho 's national Stop Hunger campaign.
There will be collection containers for non-perishable goods
located in each of the dining halls. These containers are for
non-perishable food items only, such as canned goods and dry
cereals. If you would prefer to make a monetary donation , you
may send a check to the Dining Services main office made out
to the Waterville Salvation Army.
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Will you join us in this effort? Remember that., together we
can make ^difference.
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THEY HAVEHT
QUITE FIGURED IT ALL Oiii
BUT THEY'RE GETTING A LITTLEWARMER. *
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From coast to coast, all across North America, there are men,
women and children who don ' t have enough to eat. But it 's
more personal than that. In our own communities, there are
families who can't provide for themselves and their children .
Dining Services is asking for your help so that— together we
can make a difference. • ,
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make a diff erence

1

changed cover from the one initiall y planned. Now, if you go to
purchase "Is This It?" you'll see a
yellowish background with blue
geometric designs on the front.
The original cover which featured
a black gloved hand resting on. a
carefully-turned man or woman's
naked torso, in a possible' (hopeful) allusion to Spinal Tap's "Smell
The Glove".
If you want to have both the
original cover and the "New/York
City Cops" track, which t asisure
you doesn't mean you're unAmerican, then you'll ju st have to
shell out some bucks for the
British import. If you don't, at
least make sure you get to listen to
the cut track, as it's one of the best
songs on a pretty solid rock
album.
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Making a difference.
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Football dominates Bo^w
By IVflKE MELOSKI

^PORTS EDITOR

The White Mule football team
dominated in every facet of
Saturday's game to dismantle
Bowdoin 41-13. The Mules traveled
to Brunswick to take on the Polar
-ears for die 113th time, the third
oldest rivalry in college football. A
~^wih~secured-a".50O season--for-the
Mules with a record of 4-4, and gave
the team the Colby-Bates-Bowdoin
Championship .
The Mules started early and
showed no let up against the rival
•Polar Bears. On the first series the
Mules' forced a threie and out from
the Bowdoin offense and tite Mules
offense went to work. Colby put
together a six-play 57-yard drive,
mostly on the ground, capped off by
a 10 yard rurr by Joe Murray '02. /
~ The- Mules extended their lead
Jate in the first quarter when they
put together another drive that
ended with a 31-yard field goal from
Keith Jonassen '02.
The second quarter Colby decided to step up their play and put the
game out of reach. The Mules scored
three touchdowns in the last eight
minutes to push the lead to 31-0 and
the game out of reach.
The first touchdown came when
Pat Conley '03 drop back to pass and
was flushed out of the pocket.
Conley then tucked the ball and
dove over the pylon for a six-yard
touchdown.
__ The second score came after the

Mules defense had shut down the GreehfieI<J,.:.'.02,.I^qn Gratham '02,
Bowdoin offense again. This time, and Thomas Ferzoco '02 all played
quarterback B.L. Lippert '04 found well in their last collegiate football
wide receiver Danny Noyes '02 for a game. "They were a great group of
15-yard touchdown, after Noyes kids who helped reestablish Colby
abused the Bowdoin converback on football' s identity oh and off the
field/' said Austin.
an out route.
Jason BrookV '02 and Rashad
The final touchdown was scored
in the Mules two-minute offense Randolph '02 were injured but were
when Lippert called for a fade at the a part of the win for the Mules.
line of scrimmage to Jason Cunnane Bowdoin scored two meaningless
'03^d-threw~a^erfe^passlta__the__ tbucihdowj is^agaimt^ej^ules^ec:
corner of the end zone with only 47 ond team defense ¦to make the final
** - . .
seconds left. The 20 yard score made score 41-13.
Colby dominated all areas of this
the score 31-0 and sent the Mules in
with a comfortable halftime lead. football game, out gaining Bpwdoin
Coach Tom Austin said "we came 445 total yards to 244, with most ot
out and played complimentary foot- Bowdoin's yards coming late in the
baU,; we played effitient-for fhe fulL game. The _ Mul.es^ aJso ^out rushed
¦
Bowdoin 238 yards to 78 yards.
game."
. . •
The second half was just a continMurray led the way for the Mules
uation of the Mulefe domination over rushing for 101yards on 16 carries in
the Polar Bears, Colby scored mid- his last game. Stepka also had a
way through the third quarter on a strong game, carrying 16 times for 86
six-yard Aaron jStepka/ '05 run. yards. Noyes continued his stellar
^
Stepka's run capped off a five play, season with 9 catches for 118 yards,
53-yard drive that again saw the ending the season with the second
Mules run the ball the majority of best receiving year in NESCAC histhe time.
tory. Lippert rounded out the Mules
The Mules defense allowed offense going 12-16, for 171 yards
Bowdoin almost nothing on offense and two touchdowns,
On defense the Mules were led by
and prevented them from finding
the end zone. The fourth quarter-saw Luke Webster who had 10 tackles
the Mules add another 31-yard including a sack and Ferzoco who
Jonassen field goal to increase the also recorded a sack. The defense was
score to 41-0.
again stellar, preventing the dismal
From there the crowd gave nice Bowdoin offense from doing anything.
ovations to all the Mules seniors.
On the year the Mules offense finCaptains Brian Wezowicz '02 and ished first in the league in total
Patrick Fahey '02,, asi well as Bodo yardage with the defense finishing
Heiliger '02, Jason Cummings '02, third overall. The 4-4 record was disMurray, Noyes, Jonassen, .Dan appointing to the Mules but injuries

Volleyball teams
finishes best year
By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby women's volleyball
team finished the best season in the
-program's history.The team was 1712 and won the Maine State
Championship. The team was led by
the strong play of captains Amanda
Cuffio '02 and Anne Tricomi '02.
In addition to the seniors the
Lady Mules received strong complimentary play from underclassmen
•mat was key to the teams success.
Abby Stella '04 and Johanna
Schroeder '04 hit well for the Lady
Mules and Kimberly Prescott '04 ran
the offense at setter. In addition,versatile Laurel Burnham '03 played
stellar defense all season.
Although Colby ended their season with a tough loss in the
NESCAC tournament quarterfinals
to Amherst they had beaten their
nemesis Bates the week before to
win the State Championship.
The Lady Mules were ranked
number two team in the state tour-namentand in the-firstround domk
nated St. Joseph's for a easy 3-0 (30*15, 30-8, 30-15) victory. No one stood
out for Colby, as it was a solid team
effort to defeat a team that was
weaker than the Lady Mules.
In the semifinals Colby again
looked strong dispensing of
University of Southern Maine 3-0
(30-12, 30-16, 30-22). The Lady
Mules got strong performances from
''Stella and Alyssa Henley '04, who
had 12 and 11 kills respectively.
Colby also got a strong performance
from setter Prescott, who had 30
assists, nine digs, and six serving
aces.
In the finals the Mules would
take on the top seeded Bates College

Bobcats. It was the third match up of
the year for the two teams, with
Bates taking the first two very competitive games. In the finals the
Lady Mules would continue their
strong play from the early rounds
and handle the Bobcats 3-0 (30-25,
30-28, 30-16) in a well-played match.
The victory secured the Main
State Championship and was a
morale boost for the Lady Mules as
Bates is continually one of the best
teams in the league and Colby has
had little success against them. The
Mules lost to Bates in the last two
seasons, and beating them was one
of their season goals. Defensive specialist Melanie Newton '03 said, "it
was great to beat Bates and send our
seniors off on a good note." '
Colby was led by Cuffio who
showed her leadershi p and talent,
tallying 17 kills and ten digs.
Chipping in for the Lady Mules was
Stella, with 15 kills, and Henley,
with 13 kills. Prescott again had a
strong game with 40 assists and 12
digs; Tricomi also played excellent

. . . —- ¦' - . MIKE MELOSP7 THE COLBY ECHO
The Mules come to the line ready to score one of their f o u rf i r s thalf touchdowns in their 41-13 victory .
clearly hurt their consistency, and the
team was in several games just
unable to do the little things that

made the difference. .
The CBB championship still stays
at its rightful home in Waterville and

the Mules had several tremendous
individual performances throughout
the season.

Men's and women's X-C run well
at New England Championships

By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

This past weekend the Colby
women's cross country team looked
to continue its success from last season and qualif y for nationals while
the men looked to improve on their
16th place finish at New Englands
from a year ago. Both teams had
solid races with the men finishing
ninth, and the women finishing a
respectable llth. In addition to finishing in the top ten the male harriers had one runner, Nat Brown '04
qualif y for nationals.
In the women's meet Colby could
not match some of last year top performances but did run well as a team
and just missed placing iQ, the top

ten. Mary Phelps 04 was the top harrier for the lady Mules, finishing
52nd overall.
The next two runners were right
behind Phelps, with Karina Johnson
'05 finishing 55th, a strong performance for a freshmen/ and Katie
MacDonald finishing 57th. The final
two finishers for the lad y Mules
were Cristina Sisson '04 in 69th place
and Sarah Getchell '04 in 79th place.
The team was disappointed they
were not able to qualify for nationals
again but was happy with the team's
overall effort.
In the men's meet Colb y
improved seven places from last season led by a national qualif ying performance from Brown. .
Colby coach Jim Wescott was

exited with his team's performance.
" We haven't finished in the top ten
since 1994, so it was nice to get back
in there and improve oh last year's
finish." Brown finished 18th overall
and earned All-New England hon¦ ¦
" - ' . .' ¦ , ¦ '
ors.
The next four finishers for the
Mules were Eric Reinauer '04, who
finished 40th, Justin Sukiennik '03
who finished 58th, Captain Chris
CogbiH '02 who finished 81st, and
Rich Downing '05 who finished
94th. Brown felt "it was a big step for
the team to finish in the top ten,
hopefully it will be a good springboard to move up and qualif y for
nationals next season."
It was the last meet of the season

as a team and Wescott saw his team
grow and improve great strides over
the year.
"We improved our finishers from
last year in every meet we ran in, it
happened through the team's hard
work as a whole and the leadership
of the upperclassmen," said Wescott.
"We return everyone except for
Chris, and hopefully the improvement can continue and we are able
to qualif y for nationals," stated
Wescott.
Brown will run this weekend in
the Nationals in Rockford, Illinois.
Brown said "last year I lost my shoe
during the race, this year I want to
keep both shoes on and finish in the
'
top 50." . ' . '
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The 17-12 record is the best for
any Colby volleyball team in the history of the program. Cuffio was honored as a second team all-NESCAC
player and the team was rated in the
top ten in New England for the first
time in history. "We had some tough
times during the season, but as a
team we decided to j ust play volleyball and everything else would take
care of itself , it turned our season
around," said Newton. The Lady
Mules, onl y graduate Cuffio and
Tricomi and return a good core of
p layers to continue on the success of
this season.
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Jackie Esworthy was killed by a drunk driver one week
after her high school graduation.

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.

What should you do to stop a friend from driving drunk?
Whatever you havo to.
Friends don't let friends drive drunk.

Thanks to yon, all sorts of everyday products aro being made from materials
you've recycled. But to keep recycling working for the future, you need to look
for these products and buy them. For a free brochure, call 1-800 aCAXL~EDE
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Male and Female Athletes of the Season
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" Danny Noyes '02 "
¦Wide Receiver
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Volley ball
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Kathyrn Austgen '05
Defense

Aaron Stepka '05 '^Wm
Running Back
%

Wendy Bonner '05
Forward
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Brian Wezowicz
'02
Offensive Guard
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Kimberly Prescott '04
Setter

Amy Reznitsky '02
Fcrrward

Amanda Cuiffo '02
Outside Hitter

Holly Brewster '02
Forward
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Fall All Star Mules
Mike Moran '03
Linebacker
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Women 's Soccer

Football
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• Luke Webster '03
Linebacker

Volley ball

Football

i

Carrie
' Torrisi '02
Goaltender

Stephanie Hicks '03
Defense

Becca
Bruce '02
Forward

Mike Jarcho '03
Defense

Abby Kussell '02
Goalkeeper -

Marcia
Ingraham '02
Defense
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Women 's Soccer
Britt Palmedo '02
#2 singles
Sara Hughes '05
#1 singles

Men 's Soccer
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Women 's Tennis

Women 's Field Hockey
^

Katie
MacDonald '02
Harrier
Nat Brown '04
Harrier

Eric
Reinauer
'04
Harrier
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Matt Simard '02
#1 Golfer

Mary Phelps '04
Harrier

I

Women 's Rugby

Men & Women 's
Cross Country

Coed Golf
¦**

Football wins CBB title.

Men's and women's cross country competes in Northeast Champioships.
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Volleyball has best season ever.
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